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Campbell, Marjan
move to top of
leaderboard

6 Ukraine leader alleges Russia-backed coup planned next week

England’s Louis Campbell and
Morocco’s Ahmed
Marjan head into
final round of 13th
King Hamad Trophy
golf championship in
tied-first place P|12

Salma Hayek receives star on Hollywood Walk of Fame 10
BUSINESS 5
Black Friday sales light up Bahrain markets
More than 90
Houthis killed in 24
hours: Coalition
TDT | agencies

T

he Arab Coalition said
yesterday that its forces
launched 16 attacks against
the Iran-backed Houthi militia in Yemen’s Marib in the
last 24 hours.
The operations destroyed
12 military vehicles and
killed more than 90 terrorists of the Houthi militia,
said a Coalition statement.

US says ‘all options’
on the table over
Russian troop buildup near Ukraine
Washington

A

ll options are on the table in how to respond
to Russia’s ‘large and unusual’ troop build-up near
Ukraine’s border, and the
NATO alliance will decide
what the next move will
be following consultations
next week, the State Department’s top US diplomat
for European affairs said
yesterday.
“As you can appreciate,
all options are on the table
and there’s a toolkit that
includes a whole range of
options,” Assistant Secretary of State for European
and Eurasian Affairs Karen
Donfried said.
“It’s now for the alliance
to decide what are the next
moves that NATO wants to
take,” she said, speaking
ahead of a visit by US Secretary of State Antony Blinken
to Latvia and Sweden next
week to attend NATO and
Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe
meetings, where she said
Moscow’s “large and unusual” troop build up would
be topping the agenda.

The Red list is back
Bahrain tightens entry procedures over new variant detected in South Africa, six countries on Red list

•

may be too late

•
• Saudi suspends flights
to and from South Africa,
Israel on verge of
a state of emergency

Namibia, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Lesotho and Eswatini
UK bans flights from
•South
Africa region,
EU plans similar

B

ahrain has tightened its
border controls in response to alarms raised by
authorities over a new possible
vaccine-resistant coronavirus
variant detected in South Africa.
Bahrain’s move comes as
world nations, including the EU
and Britain, are asking travellers
returning from South Africa to
quarantine, despite the World
Health Organization cautions
against hasty measures.
Bahrain Civil Aviation Affairs
said it is bringing back the Red
list which it deactivated last
week further easing quarantine
measures.
The new red list has six new
names - South Africa, Namibia,
Botswana, Zimbabwe, Lesotho
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What makes the new
variant dangerous?
Representative picture. (Courtesy of AlAyam)

World Health Organisation names new variant omicron
Reuters

T

TDT | Manama
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An epidemiologist in Hong Kong said
it may be too late to tighten travel
curbs. “I think we have to recognise
that most likely this virus is already
in other places. And so if we shut the
door now, it’s going to be probably
too late,” said Ben Cowling of the
University of Hong Kong.

Epidemiologist
•wards
travel cubs

TOTAL TESTED
ACTIVE CASES

Too late for travel
curbs?

New variant has a
protein dramatically
different to original

BAHRAIN
7332209

CELEBS

he World Health Organisation yesterday classified
the B.1.1.529 variant detected
in South Africa as a SARS-CoV-2
“variant of concern,” saying it
may spread more quickly than
other forms.
Preliminary evidence suggested there is an increased risk
of reinfection and there had
been a “detrimental change in

and Eswatini

What does this mean?
This means Bahrain is suspending entry of travellers from
these countries on all flights, including those who had transited
through Red List countries.
There, however, is an exception for citizens and holders
of residence visas valid in the
Kingdom.
For them, Bahrain also rein-

COVID-19 epidemiology,” it said
in a statement after a closed
meeting of independent experts
who reviewed the data.
Infections in South Africa had
risen steeply in recent weeks,
coinciding with detection of
the variant now designated as
omicron, WHO said.
“This variant has a large number of mutations, some of which
are concerning. Preliminary evidence suggests an increased

stated arrival procedures, including testing and quarantine.
Bahrain is maintaining all
previously announced procedures for those coming from
non-red-list countries. (https://
healthalert.gov.bh/en/category/
entry-procedures-through-airport)
The latest decision follows the
recommendation of the National
Task Force combating the COVID-19 pandemic.

Japan
tightened
border controls
for visitors
from South
Africa and five
other African
countries.

India issued an
advisory to all
states to test and
screen international
travellers from
South Africa and
other “at risk”
countries.

risk of reinfection with this
variant, as compared to other
(variants of concern), it said.
Omicron is the fifth variant to
carry such a designation.
“This variant has been detected at faster rates than previous
surges in infection, suggesting
that this variant may have a
growth advantage,” the WHO
said. Current PCR tests continue
to successfully detect the variant, it said.

No hasty measures: WHO
WHO had cautioned against
hasty measures. “At this point,
implementing travel measures
is being cautioned against,”
Lindmeier told a UN briefing in
Geneva.
“The WHO recommends that
countries continue to apply a
risk-based and scientific approach when implementing

Italy imposed
an entry ban
on people who
have visited
southern
African states
in the last 14
days.

According to scientists, the B.1.1.529
variant has a spike protein that is
dramatically different to the one
in the original coronavirus that
COVID-19 vaccines. This raises
fear about how current vaccines,
successful against the more familiar
Delta variant, will fare.
(curbs).”
But European Commission
chief Ursula von der Leyen said
the EU also aimed to halt air
travel from the region.
Nearly 100 sequences of the
variant have been reported and
early analysis shows it has “a
large number of mutations” requiring further study, Lindmeier said. British health minister
Sajid Javid said the new variant
had probably spread to other
countries.
Israel barred its citizens from
travelling to southern Africa as
Prime Minister Naftali Bennett
said a few cases of the variant
had been reported there.
“We are currently on the verge
of a state of emergency,” Prime
Minister Naftali Bennett said,
according to a statement from
his office.

Germany will
declare South
Africa a virus
variant area, a
health ministry
source said.
France suspended
all flights from
southern Africa
for 48 hours

260m
The coronavirus has
swept the world in the
two years since it was
first identified in central
China, infecting almost
260 million people and
killing 5.4 million.

Countering Iran

US threatens escalation with Iran at IAEA next month
Reuters | Vienna

T

he United States threatened
on Thursday to confront
Iran at the International Atomic Energy Agency next month if
it does not cooperate more with
the watchdog - an escalation
that could undermine talks on
reviving a 2015 big-power deal
with Iran.

A cleaning staff works before a news
conference attended by IAEA Director
General Rafael Grossi during an IAEA
Board of Governors meeting in Vienna

Tehran is locked in several
standoffs with the IAEA, whose
35-nation Board of Governors is
holding a quarterly meeting this
week. Iran is denying the IAEA
access to re-install surveillance
cameras at a workshop at the
TESA Karaj complex. The IAEA
also wants answers on the origin
of uranium particles found at
apparently old but undeclared
sites, and says Iran keeps sub-

jecting its inspectors to “excessively invasive physical searches”. “If Iran’s non-cooperation is
not immediately remedied ... the
Board will have no choice but to
reconvene in extraordinary session before the end of this year
in order to address the crisis,”
a US statement to the Board of
Governors said.
It said it was referring “especially” to re-installing IAEA

cameras at the Karaj workshop,
which makes parts for advanced
centrifuges that enrich uranium.
That workshop was struck
by apparent sabotage in June,
which Iran says was an attack
by its arch-enemy Israel.
One of four IAEA cameras installed there was destroyed and
its footage is missing. Iran removed all the cameras after the
incident.
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HM King with falconers

HRH Prince Salman in Dubai

This picture posted by His Highness Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the representative of His Majesty the King for
Humanitarian Works and Youth Affairs, on his Instagram account shows His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa with
a group of Bahrain falconers. Featured in the background are rare baobab trees - native to mainland Africa and the
Arabian Peninsula. They have unusual barrel-like trunks and are known for their extraordinary longevity and ethnobotanical importance. An Arabian legend has it that “the devil plucked up the baobab, thrust its branches into the
earth, and left its roots in the air.” Many species have edible leaves and fruits and are important for a number of herbal
remedies.

His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the Crown Prince and Prime Minister, during a meeting
with the Deputy Ruler of Dubai and the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), His Highness Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, during a visit to the UAE to attend the
National Day event hosted by the Bahrain Pavilion, at Expo 2020 Dubai. His Royal Highness highlighted the depth
of longstanding ties, noting His Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa and His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, President of the UAE’s commitment to advancing bilateral relations. Prince Salman commended His Highness
Sheikh Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid for the UAE’s successful hosting of Expo 2020 Dubai. Discussions also
focused on regional and international issues of common interest. Below, HRH Prince Salman visiting Bahrain’s pavilion
at the Expo Dubai 2020

Speaker of the Representatives Council, Fawzia bint Abdullah Zainal, the Head of the parliamentary delegation
participating in the 143rd General Assembly session of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU), yesterday stressed the
importance of cooperation between the parliaments of Islamic states in promoting joint parliamentary work and
unifying stances and visions regarding various issues. This came during the meeting of Speakers of the legislative
councils in the Islamic countries on the sidelines of the IPU’s 143rd General Assembly and associated meetings
in Madrid, Spain. Discussions focused on boosting joint parliamentary work and unifying visions between the
legislative branches in the Islamic countries. First Deputy Speaker Abdul Nabi Salman, MP Mohammed Isa Abbasi and
Representatives Council Secretary-General Chancellor, Rashid Mohammed Bunejma, were present.

King Fahd Causeway completes 35 years of operation
TDT | Manama

K

Saudi Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and Cabinet Member Adel
bin Ahmed Al-Jubeir received outgoing Bahraini Ambassador to Saudi
Arabia Shaikh Humood bin Abdullah Al Khalifa. Al-Jubeir hailed strong
relations binding Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, stressing mutual keenness on
strengthening joint cooperation. He commended the outgoing ambassador’s
efforts to advance bilateral relations in various fields, wishing him continued
success.

ing Fahd Causeway - Bahrain’s only terrestrial link
with another country - celebrated 35 years of operations
yesterday.
The series of bridges and
causeways link the island of
Bahrain and the Saudi mainland.
The impressively-engineered
causeway is named after the
former Custodian of the Two
Holy Mosques, King Fahd bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud.
Work on the 25-kilometre

Late Shaikh Isa bin Salman Al
Khalifa.
Around 400 million people
have used the causeway since
its opening.
Plans to build a second causeway, King Hamad Causeway,
named after His Majesty King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa, is
progressing.
The new causeway would be
for passenger and freight trains
besides vehicles.
The railway lines will be part
long and 23.3 meters wide 26th of November 1986 during of the wider 2,170-km Gulf Cocauseway began in 1981. It was a grand ceremony attended by operation Council (GCC) railway
opened to the public on the the Late King Fahd and HH the network.

The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism officials inspected several shops in the Kingdom in line with efforts to tighten control and avoid exploiting customers with offers and discounts. The ministry said it had prepared an integrated work plan
to cover shops and commercial markets, ensuring adherence to preventive measures and licenses. The move, the ministry said, aimed at avoiding incorrect or misleading offers and discounts. The visit also aims at ensuring Covid-19 preventive
measures in light of the increased footfall witnessed in the markets. The ministry also warned legal actions against violators.
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Adhari nursery
wants seeds

Works ministry launches multiple
tenders for development works

BTEA tender for National Day
‘unique’ ideas attract two cos

Representative picture
TDT | Manama

A

dhari Nursery is looking forward to purchasing different varieties
of plant seeds, for which the
Works Ministry has issued
a tender.
The tender is for buying
seeds of seasonal flowers
and ornamental trees.
The contract period is six
months.
If interested, place bids
before the 08th of December 2021, with a BD200 bond
and BD15 tender fees.

SCI wants janitors,
office cleaners
TDT | Manama

T

he Supreme Council
for Islamic Affairs has
launched a tender for outsourcing cleaning services.
The authority is offering
the contract from the 1st of
January 2022 to the 31st of
December 2022.
Works to be done include
cleaning all floors, kitchens, toilets, door handles
and cleaning all areas, as per
requirement.
Interested parties should
make bids before the 1st
of December 2021, with a
BD500 bond and BD15 fees.

Representative picture
TDT | Manama
Representative picture
TDT | Manama

T

he Ministry of Works,
Municipalities Affairs
and Urban Planning has
launched several tenders for
various infrastructure development projects in the Kingdom.
The projects include Budaiya sewerage scheme, phase 3
development of Majlis Al Aila
Villas in Awali, Jasra interchange loop widening, Bahrain International Sports City
access roads improvement, and
Al Janabiya interchange beautification phase 2.
The sewerage scheme in Budaiya Area is for 45 properties
in block number 550. Works

comprise of constructing a new
uPVC main pipeline and other
facilities in 12 months. To participate, make bids before the
29th of December 2021, with a
BD2,500 bond and BD100 tender fees.
The project for access to
Majlis Al Aila Villas in Awali is
now in its phase 3 development.
Works include creating new
roads, footpaths, street lighting
and other works in 32 weeks.
Make bids before the 26th of
December with a BD2,500 bond
and BD100 tender fees.
Jasra interchange Loop 1
widening involves changing its
current single lane to double
lanes. The contract duration is
26 weeks. Make bids before the

29th of December 2021, with
a BD 4,000 bond and BD 100
bond.
Al Janabiya interchange
beautification project is now
in its phase 2 stage. Current
works include the landscaping,
renovation of two fountains,
two pump rooms and two monuments. The contract period is
12 months. Make bids before
the 22nd of December 2021,
with a BD2,500 bond and BD100
tender fees.
The project for improving the
access roads to Bahrain International Sports City includes
widening the road south of
BISC. To participate, make bids
before the 9th of January 2022,
with BD100 tender fees.

Interested in maintaining fountains?
The Capital municipality has an offer for you
TDT | Manama

Storages shelves
for Bahrain
International
Convention Centre
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain Tourism & Exhibition Authority has
plans to install storage
shelves for the new Bahrain International Exhibition and Convention Centre.
A tender launched by the
authority calls for interested parties to make bids before the 26th of December
2021, with a BD 500 bond
and BD15 tender fees.
The tender board says
that proposals that do not
include Supply and Install
Storage Shelving will get
rejected.

C

apital Municipality is seeking a contractor to maintain
and operate fountains in the
properties and gardens owned
by the municipality.
A tender launched for the
purpose calls for quotes from
interested parties.
Altogether, the municipality says, there are ten fountains, which a successful
bidder should maintain for a
year.
Representative picture
Works include checking the
water quality daily and conThose interested make bids 2021, with a BD500 bond and
ducting necessary maintenance. before the 06th of December BD15 tender fees.

SIO wants to redesign its website

ahrain Tourism & Exhibition Authority’s tender
seeking “unique ideas” for celebrating the 50th National Day
of Bahrain attracted bids from
two companies.
AV L C o n c e p t s ( B H D
126,000.000) and Pico International (Bahrain)
( B H D 4 2 0,0 0 0.0 0 0, B H D
633,990.000) are the two bidders.
The tender was for submitting proposals for Bahrain’s
National Day 2021.
“Bidders are expected to
propose a unique idea which
celebrates the 50th National
Day of Bahrain,” said the tender description.

iMac for polytechnic gets two bids
TDT | Manama

A

tender by the Bahrain
Polytechnic to buy Apple
iMac 27 and Apple MacBook
Pro 2020 attracted two bids.
iWorld Connect quoted BHD
43,707.122, BHD 46,211.007

and iMachines quoted BHD
50,991.112. The computers, the
tender description says, are
for the new Bachelor-degree
programmes, Video Production and Animation Labs and
replacing Marketing Team old
iMacs.

Postal equipment, tools for GCC
countries
TDT | Manama

T

he Ministry of Transportation and Telecommunications has launched a tender for
supplying postal equipment
and tools for GCC countries.
The tender is part of the cooperation between the countries of the Gulf Cooperation

Council and the directives of
the General Secretariat (the
Committee for the Unified
Purchase of Postal Supplies
and Equipment).
If interested, make bids before the 22nd of December
2021, with a BD200 bond and
BD15 tender fees.

BIC buying polos and caps for F1 2022
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain International Circuit
has launched a tender for
purchasing safety and security
team uniforms for the F1 race
2022.
The tender description says
the BIC is looking forward to
purchasing “F1 2022 Security
Contractor Polos & Caps”.
Make bids before the 5th of
December 2021, with a BD500
bond and BD15 tender fees.

Mumtalakat buying
laptops

Representative picture

The website of SIO

TDT | Manama

TDT | Manama

B

S

ahrain Mumtalakat
Holding Company
wants laptops and accessories for their staff.
I n t e re st e d s u p p l i e r s
should make their bids before the 7th of December
2021, with a BD 500 bond
and BD15 tender fees.

B

Bahrain on December 16 and
17 celebrates its National Days,
in commemoration of the establishment of the Bahraini
state as an Arab and Muslim
country founded by Ahmed Al
Fateh in 1783, the anniversary
of its membership in the United Nations, and the anniversary of His Majesty the King’s
Accession to the Throne.
Celebrations include fireworks displays, cultural shows,
contests, exhibitions and the
announcement of new projects.
According to the Tender
Board, the lowest bidder may
not necessarily receive the
contract, as price shall become
the principal criterion only
after fulfilling technical and
other criteria.

ocial Insurance Organization is planning to re-design its website to enhance its
online presence.
With the re-design, SIO aims
to improve its communication
with the audience and foster
business development efforts.
In a tender launched, SIO

said it is “looking for a company that can provide the highest
quality design, development,
and functionality for the websites to create a modern design
with the latest trends and offer
a perfect user experience.”
If interested, make bids
before the 15th of December
2021, with a BD500 bond and
BD15 tender fees.

Representative pictures

Event production for Al Dana
Amphitheatre
BIC had also issued another
tender for appointing “Event
production for Al Dana Amphitheatre” for a December 2021
event.
The tender says it is for ap-

pointing “Sound, lighting and
productions services that “meet
the exact or acceptable equivalent for international events,
artist and bands and it will take
a place in Al Dana Amphitheatre.” If interested, make bids before the 1st of December 2021,
with a BD500 bond and BD15
tender fees.
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New mobile app for Indian consular services
•

App provides
appointments for
attestation services,
tatkal passports
and visa services

•

Embassy’s holds
Constitution Day
celebrations
TDT | Manama

I

ndian Embassy in Bahrain
yesterday launched a mobile
app, ‘EoIBhCONNECT’, for facilitating consular appointment
service.
Appointments for attestation services, tatkal passports
and visa services are available
through this app.
In going forward, appointments at IVS , an outsourced
agency for consular services,
will be included.
“The new app aims at making
consular services more friendly
and convenient to our commu-

commemorate the adoption of
the Constitution of India.
The Embassy also took part in
a celebration held at the Central
Hall of Indian Parliament led by
Ram Nath Kovind, the President
of India, via live streaming.
Initiatives to revamp the Embassy’s website and the relocation of IVS Centre to Dana Mall,
Bahrain, with improved facilities
for providing consular services,
were highlighted by Ambassador.
Srivastava also informed participants about initiatives and
schemes of India available for
the welfare of the Indian diaspora.
The Ambassador spoke about
ICWF, E-migrate portal, Pravasi
Bharatiya Bima Yojana, Pre-Departure Orientation training and
Global Pravasi Rishta Portal, and
encouraged Indian associations
to create awareness about those
among our community members
in Bahrain.
The event was part of the celeIn pictures, Indian Ambassador Piyush Srivastava during app launch and Constitution Day celebrations
brations of the 75th anniversary
nity,” said Piyush Srivastava, the
The launch was part of the ebrations led by Srivastava.
as National Law Day, is observed of India’s independence.
Indian Ambassador.
Embassy’s Constitution Day celConstitution Day, also known annually on 26 November to

Bahrain completes fourth WTO trade policy review: minister
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain had completed the
fourth trade policy review
of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) at its headquarters
in Geneva, Switzerland, said
Zayed bin Rashid Al Zayani, the
Minister of Industry, Commerce
and Tourism.
The presentation received a
huge welcome from WTO member states during the three days,
the minister said in a recent
statement.
The report included procedures, programmes and legislations undertaken by the Kingdom covering all sectors since
the last review in 2014.

Bahrain delegation included Ambassador Dr Yousef AbdulKarim Bucheeri, Permanent Representative of Bahrain to the
United Nations, and representatives of the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism, the Ministry of Finance and
National Economy, the Central Bank of Bahrain, the National Bureau of Revenue and the Economic Development Board.
Al Zayani expressed pride in
this achievement of Bahrain,
a founding member of WTO
since 1995. “Bahrain, with its
successes and ambitions, has
today become a global model to
be followed at all levels and has
proven its accuracy of the pro-

cedures, legislation and sound
steps,” said Al Zayani thanking
the wise leadership and all parties for overcoming the crises,
especially the repercussions
of the global pandemic, in one
spirit under team Bahrain.
Atalia Molokomi Netsrana,

Head of the Commerce Policy Review Committee, praised
the legislative developments
and procedures achieved by the
Kingdom of Bahrain since the
previous assessment in 2014.
She described the assessment
result as very positive.

The Minister of Industry, Commerce and Tourism and Gulf Air’s Chairman
of the Board of Directors, Zayed bin Rashid Al Zayani, met the DirectorGeneral of the International Air Transport Association, Willie Walsh, at the
association’s headquarters in Geneva. They discussed aviation-related issues
and various revenue-generating fields such as tourism and investment.
Walsh highlighted that Gulf Air remained one of the few airlines that kept
operating and never stopped flying during the pandemic and wished the
National Carrier success and prosperity.

Pakistan Navy committed to maritime security, curb terrorism, says top commander
TDT | Manama

Pakistan Navy, he said, had
also deployed its units for Regional Maritime Security Patrol
(RMSP) to safeguard freedom of
seas and trade.

C

ommodore Rehan Ali Khan,
Mission Commander of Pakistan Naval and Maritime Security ships currently at Bahrain,
yesterday stressed their commitment to maintaining peace,
security, and stability in the region and “curb terrorism in all
its forms.”
For this, Pakistan Navy has
taken the initiative to deploy its
units for Regional Maritime Security Patrol (RMSP), said Rehan
Ali Khan.
He said they are fulfilling international obligations for maritime security and safeguarding
national shipping while observing freedom of navigation across
high seas.
“Pakistan Navy, as an instrument of Government policy, has
a mission to safeguard freedom
of seas and trade,” he stressed.
Commodore Rehan Ali Khan
also described their visit to Bahrain as a step towards opening
“new vistas for future cooperation in the maritime arena”.
The goodwill visit, he said,
will contribute to making “allout efforts for eradication of piracy and elimination of its underlying causes.”
Ali Khan said this during a
reception organised on-board
PNS Behr Masah for Rear Admiral Mohammed Bin Yousif

Focus on maritime security

In pictures, the reception held yesterday by Commodore Rehan Ali Khan, Mission Commander of Pakistan Naval and Maritime Security ships
Al Asam, Muhammad Ayub, the
Ambassador of Pakistan, Royal
Bahrain Defence force officers,
ambassadors of Turkey, Bangladesh, Oman and other guests.
The ships arrived in Bahrain
as part of celebrations of the 50

years of Pakistan–Bahrain diplomatic relations.
Docked at the Mina Salman
port are PNS Dehshat, an indigenously built Missile Fitted
Fast Attack Craft commanded
by Commander Jalal Khan, PNS

Behr Masah, a survey vessel
constructed by China and commanded by Captain Muhammad
Shahzad, and PMSS Hingol, a
Maritime Patrol Vessel also built
at China and commanded by Lt
Cdr (Ops) Akhtar Zaman Khan.

Trained 554 RBNF personnel
Rehan said Pakistan Navy has,
so far, trained 554 RBNF personnel and currently has more than
57 officers and men at different
training institutions of the Pakistan Navy.

Pakistan Ambassador to Bahrain, Muhammad Ayub, said
a slew of events is planned
throughout the year to celebrate the 50th anniversary. “This
includes several cultural and
sporting activities.”
“Pakistan Navy and Bahrain
Royal Naval Forces are working
together to promote maritime
security in the region,” the ambassador said.
He also highlighted Pakistan’s
contribution to international
security operations through participation in the multinational
CMF, particularly the Combined
Task Force 150 and anti-piracy
Combined Task Force 151.
He pointed out that the Pakistan Naval ships are holding missions across approximately 3.2
million sq miles of international
waters, “encompassing some of
the world’s most important shipping lanes”.
Pakistan Navy, he said, also
has the rare distinction of commanding CTF-150 and CTF-151
eleven and nine times, respectively. “Pakistan also has created its own Regional Maritime
Security Patrol.”
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Black Friday sales light up Bahrain markets
TDT | Manama

B

argain hunters in Bahrain yesterday ventured
out into the streets of the
Kingdom to make the most of
the mega discounts on offer at
shops for “Black Friday” also
called “White Friday in Arab
countries.
Black Friday is a term for the
Friday following Thanksgiving
in the US and often marks the
start of the Christmas shopping
season. White Friday sales in
the Gulf countries happen both
online and in classic brick and
mortar stores.
Brands, companies and retailers often introduce incredible deals on the day all over
the world. Retailers in Bahrain
were also not holding back yesterday, with them introducing
their deals to turn the day bright
for shoppers.
Citizens and residents, eager
to grab the “large discounts”
found through advertisements,
text messages and social media, crowded the markets and
malls since morning despite the
new variant possibly resistant to
existing vaccines compounded
woes worldwide.
Offers and discounts were on
all goods and products, includ-

In pictures are scenes from Bahrain. (Courtesy of AlAyam)

ing clothes, furniture, household
appliances, gold ornaments, hotels and telecom.
Mandatory adherence to COVID-19 preventive measures also
failed to prevent people from
going out to the markets to own
their favourite goods for a bargain. Some of the products wore

India set to resume overseas flights
Reuters | New Delhi

I

ndia said yesterday it will
resume international passenger flights from mid-December with COVID-19 linked
curbs for “at risk” countries,
and ordered tightened screening at borders as fears over
a new coronavirus variant
spread globally.
The federal health ministry
said reports of mutations in the
variant, identified as B.1.1.529,
had “serious public health implications”, and asked states

to adopt rigorous screening
and testing for all passengers
from South Africa and other
“at risk” countries.
But India’s civil aviation
ministry said it had decided to
let airlines resume scheduled
international flights from Dec.
15, lifting a nearly two-yearold ban.
The resumption of flights
would be based on the coronavirus risk levels of individual countries, according to a formal government
order.

tags displaying up to 70% off,
as cars packed streets in the vicinity of malls and commercial
complexes in Manama.
In some places, vehicles lined
up in front of stores, waiting for
the doors to open. Some malls
announced keeping their doors
open for 38 hours without inter-

KNOW WHAT

Black Friday, the biggest spike of the year,
happens in the third week of November in the
US, and White Friday is the Middle Eastern
equivalent of Black Friday. An annual shopping
event takes place in the final days of November.

ruption to meet the increased
demand and reduce pressure.
However, in the US, scenes were
different with a shift to online,
COVID fears, and far less-steep
discounts thinned crowds on
the day. Many shoppers are also
choosing curbside pick-up rather than venturing inside.

Stocks tumble on new coronavirus variant fear
Reuters | New York
stocks dropped yesterday,
with the Dow and S&P 500
U
suffering their biggest one-day
S

percentage drops in months,
and pandemic-hit sectors that
have benefited from a reopening falling sharply after a new
and potentially vaccine-resistant coronavirus mutation was
found.
Authorities around the world
reacted with alarm on Friday to
the coronavirus variant found in

South Africa, with the European
Union and Britain among those
tightening border controls as
researchers sought to establish
if the mutation was vaccine-resistant. read more
Cruise operators Carnival
Corp, Royal Caribbean Cruises and Norwegian Cruise Line
each plunged more than 10%,
while shares in United Airlines,
Delta Air Lines and American
Airlines also tumbled. The NYSE
Arca Airline index saw its biggest one-day percentage decline

in over a year.
Retailers fell as Black Friday,
the start of the holiday shopping
season, kicked off as the new
variant fueled concerns about
low store traffic and inventory
issues.
Selling was broad, with big
declines in all 11 major S&P sectors except healthcare, which
fell slightly thanks to strong
gains in COVID-19 vaccine makers Pfizer Inc and Moderna Inc.
Despite the sell-off, market
participants noted the drop was

likely exaggerated by the thin
volume during the shortened
post-Thanksgiving holiday session.
Unofficially, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average fell 905.04
points, or 2.53%, to 34,899.34,
the S&P 500 lost 106.74 points,
or 2.27%, to 4,594.72 and the
Nasdaq Composite dropped
353.57 points, or 2.23%, to
15,491.66.
The domestically focused
Russell 2000 small-cap index
tumbled more than 3%.

Tesla decides against state aid for German battery plant as Musk opposes subsidies

•

Tesla withdraws
application for
state funding

•

All subsidies
should be eliminated,
Musk tweets

•

Regional funding
application still
underway
Reuters | Berlin

T

esla said yesterday it has
withdrawn its application
for state aid for its planned battery factory near Berlin as CEO
Elon Musk declared the elec-

A view shows the entrance to the construction site of the future Tesla Gigafactory
in Gruenheide near Berlin
tric vehicle maker opposed all
subsidies.
The European Union in January approved a plan that included giving state aid to Tesla, BMW and others to support

production of electric vehicle
batteries and help the bloc to
reduce imports from industry
leader China.
Tesla was expected to receive
1.14 billion euros ($1.28 billion)

in EU funding for its battery
plant in Gruenheide, Brandenburg under the plan, with a final
decision likely by the end of the
year.
“Tesla has informed the Federal Ministry of Economics and
the Brandenburg Ministry of
Economics... it is withdrawing
its IPCEI application for state
funding for the battery factory in
Grunheide,” a Tesla spokesperson said, referring to European
subsidies allocated to so-called
‘Important Projects of Common
European Interest’.
Construction plans for the
plant would not be affected by
the decision, the spokesperson
said.
“It has always been Tesla’s
view that all subsidies should
be eliminated,” Musk posted on

Twitter in response to a tweet
by another user after Tesla said
it had withdrawn its funding
application.
“But that must include the
massive subsidies for oil & gas.
For some reason, governments
don’t want to do that...,” Musk
added, deviating from the subject of the factory grant.
Tesla itself is investing 5 billion euros in the battery plant,
according to German economy
ministry estimates.
Meanwhile, construction of a
car production site alongside the
battery plant, which Tesla has
begun building under pre-approval permits while it awaits
final approval from the regional government, has made good
progress in the last few weeks,
a spokesperson for the federal

economy ministry said.
The electric vehicle maker also applied in November
2020 for regional funding from
Brandenburg, according to the
regional government’s website.
A Brandenburg economy
ministry spokesperson said this
application had not been withdrawn.
The amount Tesla applied for
is undisclosed, but investments
worth over 100 million euros
are generally given 6.8% of their
value, the website says.
Musk has made his irritation
for German laws and processes
known, saying in a letter to authorities in April that the country’s complex planning requirements were at odds with the
urgency needed to fight climate
change.
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News in brief
u New
Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda
Ardern expressed support yesterday for its
Five Eyes alliance with Australia, Britain,
Canada and the United States, but said
her country would also consider other
economic alliances in the Pacific region. New
Zealand has faced increasing pressure from
some elements among Western allies over its
reluctance to use the Five Eyes intelligence and
security alliance to criticise its top trading partner, China.

New Zealand PM Ardern backs
Five Eyes, open to other alliances

u A shooting
Three killed in shooting at feminist
in the middle of
march in Mexico’s Guaymas city
a feminist march
outside the municipal palace in the
Mexican city of Guaymas left three
people dead, the state’s attorney
general’s office said. The victims included
two men and a woman, the office said in a
statement on Twitter. The two male victims
were bodyguards of the city’s mayor, Karla
Cordova, while the female victim was a
participant in the feminist protest, the Mexican newspaper La Jornada reported..
u Riot police fired
pepper gas to disperse
demonstrators who
gathered in Istanbul to protest
violence against women, some chanting
“government resign”, nearly five months
after Turkey withdrew from a treaty on
the issue. The group of several thousand,
mostly women, marched to the city centre’s
Taksim Square, blocked off with barriers
amid a heavy police presence. The police
fired the gas and scuffled with the protesters after urging the crowd to disperse.

Turkish police break up
‘violence against women’ protest

u A shallow and strong
Magnitude 6.1 earthquake
earthquake of magnitude 6.1
hits
Myanmar near India border
struck the Myanmar-India
border region early yesterday, but there were no immediate reports of
damage. According to India’s National Center for Seismology, the quake was at
depth of 12 km, and was about 140 km away of Aizawl in northeastern India. It
was felt in Chittagong in Bangladesh and as far away as east Indian city of Kolkata,
some 280 miles (450.62 km) from Aizawl, according to witness accounts posted
on European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre’s (EMSC) website and by users
on Twitter.
u Ethiopian Prime Minister
Abiy Ahmed is on the frontline
with the army fighting rebellious
Tigrayan forces in the northeastern Afar region,
state-affiliated Fana Broadcasting reported on
Friday. Abiy was wearing military fatigues and speaking
to the television station in the Afaan Oromo and Amharic
languages, according to the broadcast. Reuters could not
independently verify exactly where it was filmed.

Ethiopia PM at frontline
with army in Afar region

COVID-19: Countries worst affected
Country

Total cases

Total
deaths

1

USA

49,005,859

798,551

2

India

34,555,431

467,468

260,682,363

3

Brazil

22,055,608

613,697

Deaths

4

UK

10,070,841

144,593

5

Russia

9,502,879

270,292

5,203,984

6

Turkey

8,676,639

75,840

Recovered:

7

France

7,516,746

118,777

8

Iran

6,102,056

129,462

235,538,889

9

Germany

5,684,549

101,132

New cases

10

Argentina

5,322,127

116,480

11

Spain

5,121,100

87,931

+405,793

12

Colombia

5,057,897

128,290

New deaths

13

Italy

4,982,022

133,537

14

Indonesia

4,255,268

143,796

+4,854

new
cases

Figures as of closing

Total
deaths

New
Total
Active
Deaths recovered cases

20,172

294,354

39,397

538,784

2,028

Egypt

353,923

Saudi
Arabia

549,642

+24

8,830

UAE

741,790

+70

2,145

736,601

3,044

Kuwait

413,224

2,465

410,520

239

Oman

304,519

4,113

299,951

455

Qatar

242,824

611

240,278

1,935

+151

Reuters | Sydney

A

night curfew will be re-imposed in the Solomon Islands capital Honiara after
Australian police began taking
control of hotspots following
three days of violent protests in
the South Pacific island nation,
witnesses said.
The Ministry of Health said
in a statement that city clinics were closed and urged “all
Honiara residents involved in
arson, rioting, looting to please
stop immediately” after its ambulances were stoned.
Tear gas was deployed in
Chinatown where looting and
the burning of buildings had
continued yesterday morning,
a resident told Reuters.
A night curfew would begin
at 7pm, the Royal Solomon
Islands Police Force said in a
statement.
Prime Minister Manasseh
Sogavare, who requested help
from Australia, blamed foreign
countries for stoking the violent
protests, but did not name any.
Many of the protesters come
from the most populous province Malaita and feel overlooked by the government in
Guadalcanal province and oppose its 2019 decision to end
diplomatic ties with Taiwan
and establish formal links with
China.
Malaita premier Daniel
Suidani said in a statement this
week that Sogavare had “elevated the interest of foreigners
above those of Solomon Islanders” and should resign.
“I feel sorry for my people in
Malaita because they are fed
with false and deliberate lies
about the switch,” Sogavare told
the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation.
“These very countries that
are now influencing Malaita are
the countries that don’t want
ties with the People’s Republic
of China.”

Ukraine
backed c

Ukraine President Volo

•

Ukraine fully
prepared for Russia
escalation: Zelenskiy
Smoke is seen after buildings were set on fire in Chinatown, as Solomon
Islanders defied a government-imposed lockdown and protested in the capital,
in Honiara
Solomon Island resident
Transform Aqorau said more
than a hundred people were
yesterday looting shops, before Australian Federal Police
officers arrived.
KNOW WHAT
“The scenes here are really
chaotic. It is like a war zone,”
Aqorau told Reuters by teleAustralian police were phone yesterday morning.
previously deployed to
“There is no public transport
and it is a struggle with the heat
the Solomon Islands
in 2003 under a peace and the smoke. Buildings are
still burning.”
keeping mission auHe said later Australian pothorised by a Pacific
lice were “taking control of
Island Forum declara- Chinatown”.
tion and stayed for a
Neighbouring Papua New
decade
Guinea also sent 35 police and
security officers to Honiara yesChina and Taiwan have been terday.
Australian Foreign Minister
rivals in the South Pacific for
decades with some island na- Marise Payne said Australia was
sending 100 police personnel
tions switching allegiances.
China views Taiwan as a way- and was “clearly focused on
ward province with no right to stability in our region”.
Australian police were previstate-to-state ties, which the
government in Taipei hotly dis- ously deployed to the Solomon
putes. Only 15 countries main- Islands in 2003 under a peace
tain formal diplomatic ties with keeping mission authorised by
Taiwan. The last two to ditch a Pacific Island Forum declaTaipei in favour of Beijing were ration and stayed for a decade.
Severe internal unrest and
the Solomon Islands and Kiriarmed conflict from 1998 to
bati in September 2019.
Taiwan Foreign Ministry 2003 involved militant groups
spokeswoman Joanne Ou said from Guadalcanal and the
in a statement to Reuters: “We neighbouring island of Malaita,
have nothing to do with the and fighting on the outskirts of
Honiara.
unrest”.

AFP | London

P

resident Volodymyr Zelenskiy yesterday said Ukraine
had uncovered a plot to
overthrow his government next
week, involving individuals from
Russia caught on tape talking
about roping Ukraine’s richest
businessman into backing a coup.
The Kremlin denied any role
in any coup plot, and the businessman called the president’s
account an “absolute lie.” Zelenskiy himself gave few details and
stopped short of saying whether
he believed the Kremlin was behind the plot.
But the accusation raised the
temperature at a time when Kyiv
and its Western allies have already accused Moscow of massing
troops near the Ukrainian border
for a possible assault, a suggestion
Moscow dismisses as false and
alarmist.
Speaking at an hours-long
news conference, Zelenskiy said
Ukrainian intelligence had obtained audio recordings of the
plotters talking about involving business magnate Rinat
Akhmetov into joining their coup.
“We have challenges not only
from the Russian Federation and
possible escalation - we have big
internal challenges. I received
information that a coup d’etat will
take place in our country on Dec.
1-2,” Zelenskiy said.
Akhmetov said in a statement:

Global tally

Middle East
Country Total
cases

Australian police take control of Solomon
Islands capital after days of unrest

+1

Death toll in Russian mine tragedy jumps past 50
Reuters | Moscow

Reuters | Cairo

A

gas leak in a Siberian coal
mine killed at least 52 people on Thursday, Russian news
agencies said, including six
rescuers who were sent down
to try to bring out dozens of
men in what was one of Russia’s
worst mining disasters since
Soviet times.
The regional Investigative
Committee said three people,
including the director of the
Listvyazhnaya mine and his
deputy, had been arrested on
suspicion of violating industrial
safety rules.
It said miners had suffocated
when a ventilation shaft became filled with gas. State television said prosecutors believed
there had been a methane explosion.
The dead comprised 11 miners already confirmed killed, 35
who had been reported missing,
and the six rescue workers.
Dozens of people were treated in hospital, at least some
of them for smoke inhalation.
Four were in critical condition.
The coal-producing region
of Kemerovo, roughly 3,500 km
(2,200 miles) east of Moscow,
has suffered fatal mining acci-

Egypt revive
A

Members of Russian Emergencies Ministry carry a tent during a rescue operation
Authorities said 239 had made
it to the surface.
The dead comPresident Vladimir Putin said
prised 11 miners
he had spoken with the goveralready confirmed
nor and emergency officials,
killed, 35 who had
and the Kremlin said he had
been reported miss- ordered the emergencies minister to fly to the region to help.
ing, and the six resKemerovo declared three
cue workers
days of mourning.
dents for years.
In 2007, the region was the
The Listvyazhnaya mine is site of the worst mining accipart of SDS -Holding, owned dent since the collapse of the
by the privately held Siberian Soviet Union when an exploBusiness Union. The owner had sion at the Ulyanovskaya mine
claimed the lives of more than
no immediate comment.
Some 285 people were inside 100 people. In 2010, explosions
the mine when smoke spread at the region’s Raspadskaya
through the ventilation shaft, mine killed more than 90 peothe Emergencies Ministry said. ple.

restored road connecting two ancient Egyptian temple complexes in
Karnak and Luxor was
unveiled on Thursday in a
lavish ceremony aimed at
raising the profile of one
of Egypt’s top tourist spots.
The procession to reopen
the 2.7 km (1.7 mile) road included a reenactment of the
ancient Opet festival, where
statues of Theban deities
were paraded annually during the New Kingdom era in
celebration of fertility and
the flooding of the Nile.
President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi marched along the
road at the start of the ceremony. Pharaonic chariots
and more than 400 young
performers dressed in
pharaonic costumes paraded along the avenue.
The 3,400-year-old road
linking the ancient centres
of Karnak and Luxor, also
known as Road of the Rams
or the Avenue of the Sphinxes, is lined with hundreds of
ram- and human-headed
sphinxes, though over the The op
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odymyr Zelenskiy says plotters tried to rope in Ukraine’s richest man

We have challenges not
only from the Russian
Federation and possible
escalation - we have big
internal challenges. I
received information
that a coup d’etat will
take place in our country
on Dec. 1-2
VOLODYMYR ZELENSKIY

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy attends a news briefing
“The information made public
by Volodymyr Zelenskiy about
attempts to draw me into some
kind of coup is an absolute lie. I
am outraged by the spread of this
lie, no matter what the president’s
motives are.”
“As a Ukrainian citizen, the
country’s biggest investor, taxpayer, and employer, I will continue to defend a free Ukraine,
a free economy, democracy, and
freedom of speech.”
Ukraine’s sovereign dollar
bonds tumbled to their lowest level in more than a year yesterday
and the cost of insuring exposure
to the country’s debt soared amid
rising security concerns.

Ukraine prepared for escalation
Zelenskiy did not give full details of the coup plot. Asked explicitly whether he thought the
Kremlin was involved, he said:
“I’m sorry, I can’t talk about it.”

But he also spoke at length at
the news conference of a threat
of Russian military escalation, and
said Ukraine would be ready for it.
“We are in full control of our
borders and are fully prepared for
any escalation,” Zelenskiy said.
The head of Ukraine’s military
intelligence told the Military
Times outlet last week that Russia had more than 92,000 troops
massed around Ukraine’s borders
and was preparing for an attack by
the end of January or beginning
of February.
Ukraine, which wants to join
the NATO military alliance, has
blamed Moscow for supporting
separatists in a conflict in its east
since 2014. It received a large consignment of US ammunition and
Javelin missiles earlier this year,
prompting criticism from Russia.
US officials were in touch with
Ukraine to get additional information on the plot, said Assistant

Secretary of State for European
and Eurasian Affairs Karen Donfried.
Ministers from NATO member
states, including US top diplomat Antony Blinken, would also
meet Ukrainian officials during a
summit in Latvia next week, Donfried told reporters in a telephone
briefing.
Zelenskiy also said his chief of
staff Andriy Yermak would soon
be contacting representatives of
Russia about the standoff between
the two countries. Separately, Yermak said he would be contacting
senior Kremlin official Dmitry
Kozak.
Russia has said it suspects
Ukraine of wanting to recapture
separatist-controlled territory by
force. Zelenskiy said Ukraine had
no such plans and added that Russia’s rhetoric opposing Ukraine’s
bid to join NATO was a worrying
signal.
A former actor who once played
a fictional president in a popular
sitcom, the 43-year-old Zelenskiy
came to power by a landslide in
2019 promising to end the war in
eastern Ukraine, which Kyiv says
has killed 14,000 people.

N
French fishermen block the ‘Normandy Trader’ boat at the entrance of the
port of Saint-Malo
Reuters | London

F

rench fishermen yesterday
began a day of action to
disrupt cross-Channel traffic
in protest at the post-Brexit
fishing rights granted by Britain, blocking ferries seeking
to access the northern port of
Calais.
Half a dozen fishing boats
blocked access to the port as
part of a protest due to last
one-and-a-half hours, an AFP
correspondent said. On land,
fishermen were also expected
later to disrupt freight traffic
seeking to enter the Channel
Tunnel.
“We want our licences back,”
read an English-language banner brandished on one of the
boats, the Marmouset II.
The regional chief of the CNPMEM fishing union, Olivier
Lepretre, said the action was
intended to “put pressure on
the British government”, and
threatened other actions including on products imported
from the UK.
A similar action also took
place at the port of Saint-Malo
to the west, although it did not
affect ferries as that morning’s
traffic was cancelled due to

ves ancient road connecting Luxor and Karnak

pening ceremony for the restored Avenue of the Sphinxes or Road of the Rams

The oldest ruins
along the pathway
are six structures
built by Queen Hatshepsut, Egypt’s only
woman pharaoh,
that date to 1400 BC
years many have been eroded or destroyed.
The road has undergone
several restoration efforts
since being discovered in
1949, and the latest began
in 2017.
Tourism is a crucial
source of jobs and hard
currency for Egypt, which
has made a concerted effort
to lure back the travellers
kept away by the coronavirus pandemic.
In April, 22 ancient royal
mummies from Luxor and
the nearby Valley of the
Kings were borne in procession from Cairo’s Egyptian Museum to the new
National Museum of Egyptian Civilisation. read more
Egypt’s tourism revenues
plunged to about $4 billion
in 2020, down from $13 billion in 2019.

If we don’t get
anywhere ... believe
me, the English will
not have a magic
Christmas. We’ll ruin
the party

early 1 in 3 women
have been physically or sexually abused in
their lifetime. Ending violence against women is
everyone’s business. As
we mark #16Days of Action against Gender-based
Violence, @UN_Women
explains 10 ways we can
all make a difference.
@antonioguterres

02

JEAN MICHEL FOURNIER, A FISHERMAN
FROM NEAR BOULOGNE

bad weather.
A spokesman for British
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
said Thursday he was “disappointed by threats of protest
activity”, adding that it was
“a matter for the French to
ensure that there are no illegal
actions and that trade is not
affected.”
Britain has been struggling
with major supply problems
due to post-Brexit trade disruption and a lack of qualified
truck drivers, resulting in fuel
shortages and worries about
Christmas.
The UK is highly dependent
on French ports, particularly
for fresh food imports, and any
extended blockade would have
the potential to cause significant costs.

Tunisian police
shoot man trying
to attack Interior
Ministry
AFP | Washington

P

olice in the Tunisian
capital shot and wounded a man who tried to storm
the Interior Ministry yesterday, local media and witnesses said.
Local Mosaique FM radio
said police shot the man in
the leg and brought him under control. He was taken to
hospital, the radio said.
Witnesses said they saw
police running after the
man before shooting him.
“I am at the crime scene
and I cannot give any details
now,” a ministry spokesman
told Reuters.
In a post on their official
Facebook page, police unions called the man an extremist and published pictures of a knife and cleaver
that they said the man had
carried.
A video posted on social
media showed policemen
shooting and pedestrians
running on Habib Bourguiba Street.

L

ooking forward
to next week’s
#WHASpecial Session on
the merits of a binding
global accord to prevent
and protect the world
against future pandemics. We have an historic chance to learn from
# COVID19 and keep the
world safe.
@DrTedros
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T

oday is Native American Heritage Day.
We celebrate the contributions of Native peoples
and honor their influence on our nation. We
will continue to uphold
our treaty responsibilities, strengthen Tribal
sovereignty, and advance
Tribal self-determination.
@VP
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B

ased on the strong
foundations of ‘Separation of Powers’, it is
important to work together with a spirit of
‘Collective Responsibility.’
@narendramodi

Disclaimer: (Views expressed
by columnists are personal and
need not necessarily reflect our
editorial stances)
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Classifieds
VACANCIES
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
BISMILLAH
CONTRACTING &TRADING
&TRADING
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING
CO W.L.L
of
W.L.Lhas
hasaavacancy
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupation
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can
of LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
17874941
or BISCONWLL@YAHOO.COM
can contact
17874941
or BISCONWLL@
BISMILLAH
YAHOO.COM CONTRACTING &TRADING
CO
W.L.L has CONTRACTING
a vacancy for the occupation
of
BISMILLAH
&TRADING
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can
CO
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@YAHOO.COM
of FOREMAN
suitably qualified
applicants
DAR
ALKRAM ,TRADING
& CONTRACTING
can acontact
or BISCONWLL@
has
vacancy17874941
for the occupation
of WORKER
,YAHOO.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
MOHD orALI
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
39108091
daralkaram77@gmail.com
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C
has a
SUPREME
WATCHES W.L.L
has a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of CARPENTER
for
the occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
qualified
contact 36371418
or
17730437 or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
TAYYEB1937@GMAIL.COM
IQRAS
SWEETS AND RESTAURANT
has
ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
aESTABLISHMENT
vacancy for the occupation
of WORKER
has a vacancy
for the
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact
of WORKER
, suitably
33405333
ABRARASIF93@GMAIL.COM
applicants orcan
contact 39602882 or
Inspiron
Contracting W.L.L has a vacancy
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
for
the CONTRACTING
occupation of LABOURER
suitably
NASS
COMPANY, (W.L.L)
qualified
applicants
canoccupation
contact 33351211
or
has a vacancy
for the
of MASON
INSPIRONCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
AZADI
AUTO
SPA has a vacancy for the
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
occupation of CAR WASHER/CLEANER
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
, suitably qualified applicants can
contact
(W.L.L) hasoraAZADISPA@GMAIL.COM
vacancy for the occupation of
17682913
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
COATED
BEAUTY
SALOON
has applicants
a vacancy
canthecontact
17727925
or yousif@
for
occupation
of BEAUTICIAN
, suitably
aanass.net
qualified applicants can contact 36061136
INTERNATIONAL
COMPANY
JAHECON
W.L.L MARKETING
has a vacancy
for the
W.L.L CLEANTEC
has a, suitably
vacancyqualified
for the
occupation
of WORKER
occupation ofcanWORKER
applicants
contact , suitably
17244111qualified
or
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
applicants can contact 36636640 or
CYPRUS
CYBARCO TABET JV W.L.L has
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
aTYLOS
vacancyPUBLISHING
for the occupation
of LABOURER
& PRESS
has a
,vacancy
suitably forqualified
applicantsof canWORKER
contact
the occupation
17224545
cct@cct-bh.com
, suitably or
qualified
applicants can contact
A17405333
- KARIMor ALJAHROMI
CONTRACTING
tylosprinting@gmail.com
COMPANY
WLL has
a vacancy forhasthea
Castillo Trading
& Construction
occupation
LABOURERof ,WORKER
suitably
vacancy for ofthe occupation
qualified
contact 17831000
or
,AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH
suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
17717474 ASPHALT
or CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
KINGDOM
COMPANY W L L has
CLEANING
aALMOAYYED
vacancy for the occupation
of WORKER&
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L.
has can
a vacancy
, suitably qualified applicants
contact
for the occupation
of CLEANER , suitably
17466776
or TAHERA@KINGODM.BH
qualified
applicants
contact W.L.L
17400407
AL
OLAYA
SUITEScan
HOTEL
has
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
aor vacancy
for the occupation of WAITER
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
(HOTEL)
, suitably qualified
applicants can&
MAINTENANCE
has a vacancy
contact
17712303 orW.L.L.
CORP@DADABAI.COM
for the occupation
of CLEANER
suitably
GREEN
CITY SERVICES
W.L.L has a, vacancy
for
the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicantsofcanWORKER
contact 17400407
qualified
applicants can contact 36022682 or
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
info@gcs.bh
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
PAKEEZA
CONTRACTING
has aa vacancy
vacancy
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L. has
for
the occupation
occupation of
WORKER ,, suitably
suitably
for the
of CLEANER
qualified
33032325
or
qualified applicants
applicantscan
cancontact
contact
17400407
PAKEEZAGROUP7228@GMAIL.COM
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
SHAHZAL
ALI MOHAMMED
ALALI
Mexico cleaning
and maintenance
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the
services
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
occupation of DRIVER , suitably qualified
of CLEANER
applicants
applicants
can, suitably
contactqualified
39424993
or
can contact 17550720 or mexicocleaning@
SHAHZALALI@HOTMAIL.COM
gmail.commarket wll has a vacancy for the
Talapady
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
occupation
of SALESMAN
(GROCERY CO.
OR
W.L.L has a vacancy
the occupation
of
COLDSTORE)
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
MAINTENANCE
CLERK
suitably qualified
can
contact 17779893
or ,SHAFIQ2000US@
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
GMAIL.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
SALMA
FOR FRESH MEAT has a vacancy
for
the occupation
of DEVELOPMENT
WORKER , suitably
DREAM
PROPERTY
CO.
qualified
applicants
can for
contact
39050360 or
W.L.L has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
ALAA1122137@GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified
SILVER
CITY
has ora vacancy
applicants
canCONTRACTING
contact 17700211
HRD@
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
DREAMGROUP.BH
qualified
applicants
can contact
39188855
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has ora
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY
RAIHAN
INTERNATIONAL
TRADING
GUARD , suitably
qualified applicants
can
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
contact
17700211
or
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
SUPERVISOR (PURCHASING) , suitably
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has ora
qualified
applicants
can contact
17300170
vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY
OPIQBAL@GMAIL.COM
GUARD , suitably
qualified applicants
can
AREENA
CONTRACTOR
GROUP CO.
contacthas
17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the occupation of
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS
CONTRACTING
W.L.L
TECHNICIAN
, suitably
qualified applicants
has acontact
vacancy17245222
for the occupation
of STEEL
can
or ALANSARI@
CHIPPER , suitably qualified applicants can
AREENAGROUP.COM
contact 17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
BEENU
WORKSHOP
has a vacancy for the
occupation
GMAIL.COMof WELDER , suitably qualified
applicants
can contact CONTRACTING
33996661 or HASSAN.
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS
W.L.L
JAB88@HOTMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of MASON
SILVER
CONTRACTING
, suitablyCITY
qualified
applicantshas
cana vacancy
contact
for
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
17630580
qualified
applicants can contact 39188855 or
GMAIL.COM
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
Jasco CONTRUCTION has a vacancy
Hybrid
mechanical
company, w.l.l
has
for the electro
occupation
of CASHIER
suitably
a vacancy for the occupation of SHEETMETAL
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17290028
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
contact
17730017 or SEYADI17@gmail.com
ProfessionalGROUP
Way Contracting
ALGHANAH
W.L.L has a W.L.L.
vacancyhas
for
a vacancy
forofthe
occupation
of STEEL
the
occupation
GUARD
(ESTABLISHMENT
FABRICATOR
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
SECURITY) , suitably qualified applicants can
can contact
or INFO@
contact
1772233317822161
or info@alghanah.com
PWCBH.COM
AJRAS
PHONE COMPUTER has a vacancy
Professional
WayofContracting
has
for
the occupation
SALESMANW.L.L.
, suitably
a vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
LABOURER
qualified
can contactof 39893138
or
Qassim.8@hotmail.com
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
JAHECON
has a vacancy for the
17822161 orW.L.L
INFO@PWCBH.COM
occupation
of FOREMAN
, suitably
qualified
OTSEN SERVICES
COMPANY
W.L.L
has
applicants
canthe contact
17244111
or
a vacancy for
occupation
of WORKER
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
Basara
has a vacancy
17227206fruit&vegetables
or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
for
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact
or
PLAY RESTAURANT
AND39118999
LOUNGE
GOLDYEST@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L hasContracting
a vacancy Bahrain
for the occupation
Wallstein
W.L.L has
MANAGER
, suitably
qualified
aofvacancy
for the occupation
of LABOURER
applicants
can
contact
16666661
ajit@
, suitably qualified applicants canorcontact
sevensholding.com
33305589
or J.RANA@WALLSTEIN.DE
New Line
Retail
Enterpriseshas
W.L.L
has a
SILVER
CITY
CONTRACTING
a vacancy

forvacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
for the occupation
of LABOURER
qualified
applicants
canapplicants
contact 39188855
or
, suitably
qualified
can contact
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
17722211 or INDECO@BATELCO.
ICABINETS
COM.BH FACTORY has a vacancy
forTHREE
the occupation
WORKERMATERIALS
, suitably
COLOURSofBUILDING
qualified
applicants
can contact
17008780
or
CO W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
ALWASEEMGROUP@GMAIL.COM
of SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy
38076373
or MJ.GROUP.BH@
forcanthecontact
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 39188855 or
SHIFA
BUDAIYA
MEDICAL
CENTER
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
W.L.LAL
hasIRAQ
a vacancy
for theRESTAURANT
occupation of
NAHR
BAACHAA
WORKER
qualified applicants
can
has
a vacancy, suitably
for the occupation
of WORKER
ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
, contact
suitably39425758
qualified or
applicants
can contact
GMAIL.COM
37377737
or LEEADEL.BH@GMAIL.COM
Grill LAND
Restaurant
W.L.L has a vacancy
TAFCO
BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L
fora the
occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
has
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can 77907777
contact
can contact
39661808
or mk.alkhalifa@hotmail.com
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ALGrillOLAYA
SUITES HOTEL
W.L.L
has
LAND Restaurant
W.L.L has
a vacancy
a forvacancy
for the occupation
of ROOM
the occupation
of KITCHEN
AIDE ,
ATTENDANT
, suitablyapplicants
qualified applicants
can
suitably qualified
can contact
contact
17712303
or CORP@DADABAI.COM
77907777
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ALZAFEER
OLAYA CONSTRUCTION
SUITES HOTEL W.L.L
W.L.L has
has a a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
SECURITY
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can
, suitably
qualified
applicants can contact
contact
17712303
or CORP@DADABAI.COM
39339937 W.L.L
or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
JAHECON
has a vacancy for the
HASSAN ofJASIM
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
occupation
WORKER
, suitably qualified
W.L.L has can
a vacancy
the occupationorof
applicants
contactfor 17244111
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can
JAHECON@BATELCO.COM.BH
contactCITY
39973731
or HASSAN39973731@
GREEN
SERVICES
W.L.L has a vacancy
forGMAIL.COM
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
Muralika
Creations
has36022682
a vacancyorfor
qualified
applicants
canWLL
contact
the occupation of GENERAL MANAGER
info@gcs.bh
MOHAMMED
AHMADIapplicants
CO W.L.L
a
, suitably qualified
can has
contact
vacancy
for theor occupation
of DRIVER ,
33190465
rohitmuraleedharan966@
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
gmail.com
17268111
or HRD1@MACBH.COM
AL Tendeal
Men Tailoring has a vacancy for
Darb
Alzalaq Restaurant
And Cafe
has
the occupation
of TAILOR (GENTS)
, suitably
a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
WAITER/or
can contactof39023395
BARTENDER
, suitably qualified applicants can
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
contact
39696648
or NASSERALMOSAWI82@
ZAYAN
CONTRACTING
AND REAL
GMAIL.COM
ESTATE
COMPANY
W.L.L hasALMEZAL
a vacancy
MOHD
ALI
YOUSIF
for the occupation of B.S.C.C
WORKER(SALES)
CONSTRUCTION&SER
has a
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can, suitably
contact
vacancy
for the
occupation
of MASON
17470964
or can AQEELSHAHZAD79@
qualified
applicants
contact 17730437 or
GMAIL.COM
OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
TAMIMI MARKETS
BAHRAIN ALMEZAL
COMPANY
MOHD
ALI
YOUSIF
W.L.L has a vacancy forB.S.C.C
the occupation
CONSTRUCTION&SER
has aof
ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGER
, suitably
vacancy
for the occupation
of PAINTER
can contactcan
35127876
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contactor
17730437
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
DANAT AWAL
W.L.L has a vacancy for
MESHAL
HOTEL ofhas WORKER
a vacancy , forsuitably
the
the occupation
occupation
ROOM ATTENDANT
suitably
qualified of
applicants
can contact ,17300257
qualified
applicants can contact 17745060 or
or HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
ibrahim68.gov@gmail.com
ALNAJAH PRINTING PRESS W.L.L has a
MOHAMMED
AHMADI
CO ofW.L.L
has a
vacancy for the
occupation
TECHNICIAN
vacancy
for qualified
the occupation
of can
WORKER
, suitably
applicants
contact
, 39149240
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
17268111
or
HRD1@MACBH.COM
NANO CORE
CONTRACTING
W.L.L for
hasthe a
SECURI
W.L.L has a vacancy
vacancy for
occupation
of ,WORKER
occupation
of the
SECURITY
GUARD
suitably
, suitably
qualified
can contact
qualified
applicants
canapplicants
contact 17822228
or
17227206 or GEEPASBAHRAIN@
HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
GMAIL.COM
CALICUT TRADERS has a vacancy for
BuildcoofWLLSALESMAN
has a vacancy
for the
theZmart
occupation
, suitably
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
39123223
or
applicants can contact 39676747 or
TALIB39646707@GMAIL.COM
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
AWAL
RESTAURANT has a vacancy
forIHOB
the occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
MOBESORIES
CO. WLL.
has a
qualified
can contactof33197844
or
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
SALESMAN
haris528@gmail.com
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
ASFI
CONTRACTING
has a vacancy for
17663539
or RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
theAJWAAD
occupation
of W.L.L
CLEANER
MART
has a, suitably
vacancy
qualified
17777355
or
for the applicants
occupationcanof contact
WORKER
, suitably
ALDARALKHALIDAH@GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 33343610
NIRVAIR
SINGH REPAIR OF MACHINERY
or APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
CO
W.L.L
has aTRADING
vacancy forCOtheW.L.L
occupation a
IKRAM
ofNEW
WORKER
, suitably qualified
applicantshas
can
vacancy
for the
occupation of SALESMAN
contact
38011006
or JAGGAMOUD@GMAIL.COM
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
STAR WORLD COMPUTER & SATELLITE has
LAYALIBAHRAIN@
a 66643747
vacancy for theoroccupation
of SALESMAN
, GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
Al baasit
Contracting and Cleaning
17555404
or STARWORLDPC@GMAIL.COM
Services
has a vacancy
theaoccupation
Voltech
Services
Co. WLLforhas
vacancy
WORKERof TECHNICIAN
, suitably , suitably
qualified
forofthe occupation
qualified
applicants
contact33319714
33882097 oror
applicants
can can
contact
MEZMEZLINE@GMAIL.COM
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
HASSAN
CARSW.L.L
SERVISES
a vacancyfor
Seven ALI
Energy
has has
a vacancy
forthetheoccupation
occupationofofCHEF
MECHANIC
, suitably, suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
39443302
or
applicants
can contact
17500791
or hr@
KLKLKL60@LIVE.COM
seven-energy.com
ALBakhsh
SHOMOOS
AutoELECTRICAL
Garage has CONTRACTING
a vacancy for the
has
a vacancy
for the , suitably
occupation
of
occupation
of MECHANIC
qualified
ELECTRICIAN
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
applicants can contact 39469263 or FAME_
can contact 39606407 or ALWESAM71@
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
HOTMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
for the
ALBru artisan
KABSIcoffeePLUS22
BAHRAINI
occupation of COMPANY
COFFEE SERVER
, suitably
PARTNERSHIP
has a vacancy
applicantsofcanOFFICE
contact ASSISTANT
39455040 or
forqualified
the occupation
, ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ALSABAH
has a vacancy for the
66622516
or TRAVEL
Aimanboos@gmail.com
occupation
of TICKETING
CLERK SALON
, suitably
ABU
NIMAT ALLAH
HAIR DRESSING
qualified
applicants
can contactof17229040
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
WORKERor
, ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
39200496
ICE
AIRor MOHAMMEDAZAM4141@
AIRCONDTION
ERS
GMAIL.COM
SPAREPARTS W.L.L has a vacancy for the
DURRAT
AL of
KHALEEJ
SERVICES
occupation
SALES MARINE
EXCUTIVE
, suitably
has
a vacancy
occupation
qualified
applicantsforcanthe
contact
39606123ofor
MECHANICAL
FITTER
,
suitably
qualified
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
applicants
can contact
or
BAB ALMORAD
FRUITS17674316
has a vacancy
duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
MAINTENANCE
qualified applicants
can&contact
39988690
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of
or
UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants can
DIET17400407
SPOONor ameer@almoayyedcg.com
FOR HEALTHY FOOD
contact
has a AL
vacancy
for MARINE
the occupation
DURRAT
KHALEEJ
SERVICESof
COOK(GENERAL)
suitably ofqualified
has
a vacancy for the , occupation
AIRapplicants can TECHNICIAN
contact 33961480
CONDITIONING
, suitablyor
dietspoon@outlook.com
qualified
applicants can contact 17674316 or
AL BASEERA GENERAL TRADING
duratkhaleej@hotmail.com
AND LAUNDRY
CONSTRUCTIONS
COMPANY
BURNI
has a vacancy
for
theW.L.L
occupation
of WORKER
suitably
has a vacancy
for the ,occupation

qualified
applicants
can contact
36374262
or
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
yk33357949@gmail.com
can contact 37383999 or INFO@
AHMED
OMAR TRADING & CONTRACTING
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
EST
.W L L has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
AL RFAAH
HOME
FOR FIXING
FURNITURE
CARPENTER
qualified
canof
CO WLL has, asuitably
vacancy
for theapplicants
occupation
contact
17258545
or admin@AHMEDOMER.COM
WORKER
, suitably
qualified applicants can
DAR
AL BINAA
BUILDINGorCONSTRUCTION
contact
33668682
FALAH27@
has a vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER
, OUTLOOK.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
Geolog or
Surface
Logging DMCC has a
17661296
abigael@dar-albinaa.com
vacancy
for the
of TECHNICIAN
JML
(UAE)
LLCoccupation
( Branch
of Foreign
, suitably has
qualified
applicants
contact
Company)
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
of17568173
FITTER , suitably qualified applicants can
Lite world
and promotion
contact
36273516marketing
or NEEMISH.SANTOSH@
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
JMLFACADES.COM
of WORKER(SALES)
qualified
PREMATOR
GULF W.L.L ,hassuitably
a vacancy
for
the
occupationcan
of SANDBLASTER
, suitablyor
applicants
contact 33984439
qualified
applicants can contact 17673513 or
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
NASCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
SAMRIYAH COFFEE SHOP - Bahraini
CHEAT
TREATS
for
Partnership
hasBAKERY
a vacancyhas
for athevacancy
occupation
the
occupation, suitably
of CHEF
, suitably
qualified
of WORKER
qualified
applicants
can
applicants
can contactor 39331155
or BIKO.
contact 36604099
RED_FLOWER848@
BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
HOTMAIL.COM
Real
Value AYAN
Contracting
WLL has HANDLING
a vacancy
SIDRA
CARGO
forCOMPANY
the occupation
of has
LABOURER
, suitably
W.L.L
a
vacancy
for the
qualified applicants can contact 36767312 or
occupation
of
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
INFO@REALVALUECONTRACTING.COM
applicants
can contact
JABAR.
Chemco
Plastic
Bahrain34175363
W.L.L has or
a vacancy
forALI43@YAHOO.COM
the occupation of LABOURER , suitably
ANOWAR
HOSSAIN
ISHAQUE
INTERIOR
qualified
applicants
can contact
17464159
or
DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy for the
vijaysharma@chemcogroup.com
occupation
of OFFICE
ASSISTANT
, suitably
Cham
Medical
Center W.L.L
has a vacancy
applicants
contact 32154088
forqualified
the occupation
of can
SPECIALISED
DOCTORor
, BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
39002405
or FSALAAS@GMAIL.COM
DAXX SALON
has a vacancy for the
MERCURY
has a
occupationCONTRACTING
of BARBER , CENTRE
suitably qualified
vacancy
for the
LABOURERor
applicants
canoccupation
contact of33881163
, JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17742858
mjmh69@hotmail.com
Brilliant or
translation
has a vacancy for the
PROTECTS
SERVICES, has
a
occupation SECURITY
of TRANSLATORS
suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of 39464921
SECURITYor
qualifiedfor
applicants
can contact
GUARD
, suitably qualified applicants can
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
contact
17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
ASAD
REPAIR
OF ELECTRONIC
Chemco Plastic Bahrain W.L.L has a vacancy
EQUIPMENT
Company
W.L.L has ,a suitably
vacancy
for the occupation of LABOURER
for the applicants
occupationcanof contact
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
17464159
or
qualified applicants can contact 33201845 or
vijaysharma@chemcogroup.com
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
ALADLIYA CONTRACTING ESTABLISHMENT
DOSOR
CARPENTRY
has aof vacancy
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
WORKERfor
,
the occupation
of CARPENTER
suitably
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact ,39602882
applicants can contact 33110969 or
orqualified
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
Monsoon
restaurant W.L.L. has a vacancy for
the
, suitablyKITCHENS
qualified
BUoccupation
SALEMof WAITER
CATERING
applicants
can acontact
17710271
or MISHAL@
W.L.L has
vacancy
for the
occupation
ALGHALIA.COM
of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified
ARAB
Unioncan
Contracting
WLL has aor
applicants
contact Co
36888400
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
, SHAHARYAR
suitably qualified
canSUPPORT
contact
BAIGapplicants
FACILITIES
17533125
CO. W.L.L orhas GOLDENGROUPBAHRAIN@
a vacancy for the occupation
GMAIL.COM
of HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified
BLAZE
RESTAURANT
W.L.L has
a vacancy foror
applicants
can contact
33928247
the occupation of KITCHEN WORKER , suitably
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 66666081 or
LIKE MAKER INTERIOR DECORATION
info@DIVIDENDAGATECAPITAL.COM
W.L.L hasCONTRACTING
a vacancy forCENTRE
the occupation
MERCURY
has a
of
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
vacancy
for
the occupation
of LABOURER
can contact
, applicants
suitably qualified
applicants34002030
can contactor
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
17742858
or mjmh69@hotmail.com
CATIIS BAHRAIN
W.L.L hashasa vacancy
UNIVERSAL
FOUNDATIONS
a vacancyfor
occupation
of ofSPECIALIST
forthethe
occupation
WELDER (ANALYSIS
, suitably
qualified
applicants can contact
17620673
or
& MEASUREMENT)
, suitably
qualified
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
applicants can contact 77081871
or
ARAB
Union Contracting Co WLL has a
contact@catiisonline.com
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER
FAST for
FLOW
INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L
, has
suitably
qualified for
applicants
can contactof
a vacancy
the occupation
17533125
or GOLDENGROUPBAHRAIN@
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
, suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 37771467 or
Wallstein
Contracting Bahrain W.L.L has
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
aALNEAMAH
vacancy for the
occupation
PAINTER
CARGO
CO. ofW.L.L
has a
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
33305589 or J.RANA@WALLSTEIN.DE
, suitablyCONTRACTING
qualified applicants
contact
BAWAB
has acanvacancy
or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
for17735363
the occupation
of LABOURER , suitably
Bogotaapplicants
BuildingcanMaintenance
has ora
qualified
contact 17290170
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
QBAWAB2002@HOTMAIL.COM
, suitably
qualified applicants
KANYON
CONTRACTING
W.L.L hascan
a
contact
vacancy
for33697127
the occupationorof UMM-HATIM@
DRIVER , suitably
OUTLOOK.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 13108834 or
AKHALAF8808@GMAIL.COM
ALEJA
FOR
CLEARANCE
OF
ELEGANT
SILVERSTRANSACTIONS
W.L.L has a vacancy
GOVERMMENT
has a
forvacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
for the occupation
of LABOURER
qualified
applicants
contact 17227092
or
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
MMDNAVAS@HOTMAIL.COM
34600299 or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
THE
NEW INDIAN SCHOOL W.L.L. has a
YAHOO.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of CLERK
NEW MILLENNIUM
SCHOOL
has a, suitably
vacancy
qualified
17622350
or
for the applicants
occupationcan
of contact
TEACHER
, suitably
info@ebenezerholdings.com
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17272700
or
PROPEL CONSULT LIMITED WLL has a
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
vacancy
for the occupation of RESEARCHER ,
MOHAMMED
ALI ABDULLA
ALASHIRI
17382265 )
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
ALBEEHAR ( has a vacancy for
orAMEER
marwa@PROPELCONSULT.COM
of FISHERMAN
suitably
Bthe
F Goccupation
INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L has a ,vacancy
applicants
can contact
32202880
forqualified
the occupation
of TEAM
LEADER
, suitablyor
alsaeed4@aol.com
qualified
applicants can contact 39651165 or
MOHAMED HAMAD AHMED JASIM
Taghrid.wanous@BFGINTERNATIONAL.COM
a vacancy
the occupation
UALJAWDER
M CARGO has
W.L.L
has a for
vacancy
for the
occupation
of WORKER
of WATCHMAN
/ GUARD, ,suitably
suitablyqualified
qualified
applicants
applicants can
can contact
contact 34507686
39459096 oror
UMAIRULHAQGUJJAR123@GMAIL.COM
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
BSayed
F G INTERNATIONAL
hasB.S.c.
a vacancy
Kadhem alduraziW.L.L
& sons
close
forhasthea vacancy
occupation
WORKER of
, suitably
for of
the occupation
STEEL
qualified
applicants
can contact
39651165
or
FABRICATOR
, suitably
qualified
applicants
Taghrid.wanous@BFGINTERNATIONAL.COM
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@
Pasta
Express has a vacancy for the
skaldurazi.com
occupation
of CLEANER
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi, suitably
& sonsqualified
B.S.c.
applicants can contact 17780161 or HR@
close
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
PASTAEXPRESSGROUP.COM
of CLEANER
suitablyhasqualified
applicants
STAR
CARGO ,W.L.L
a vacancy
for
can occupation
contact 17624116
or sayedshubbar@
the
of WORKER
, suitably
skaldurazi.com
qualified applicants can contact 38354639 or
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c.
MS8571933@GMAIL.COM
close has
vacancy
for the& occupation
Delmon
Readya Mixed
Concrete
Products
of W.L.L.
MASON
suitably forqualified
applicants
Co.
has a, vacancy
the occupation
of
can contact
sayedshubbar@
PLANT
/ UNIT17624116
OPERATORor, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
skaldurazi.com

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
aanass.net
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c.
NASS
CONTRACTING
has aof
close SCAFFORM
has a vacancy
for the occupation
vacancy
for the occupation
of SCAFFOLDER
CARPENTER
, suitably qualified
applicants
, can
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
contact
17624116
or sayedshubbar@
17725522
or yousif@aanass.net
skaldurazi.com
G4S
AND
DOWN GENERAL
TOWN CLEANING
CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
SERVICES
W.L.L has
a
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER
occupation
of
STEEL
CHIPPER
,
suitably
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
qualifiedorapplicants
can contact 17404866
17714409
SUMAIRA.YASMIN@BH.G4S.COM
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
RAFIU
COLD STORE has a vacancy for
DOWN
CONSTRUCTION
the
occupationTOWN
of WORKER
, suitably
COMPANY
W.L.L.canhas
a vacancy
for the
qualified
applicants
contact
33351193
or
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
ELEMENT_BEAUTY@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
applicantsCONTRACTING
can contact 17404866
NASS
SCAFFORM
has a
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy
for the occupation of SCAFFOLDER
, DOWN
suitably qualified
can contact
TOWNapplicants
CONSTRUCTION
17725522
or W.L.L.
yousif@aanass.net
COMPANY
has a vacancy for the
Green
circle ofReal
EstateCHIPPER
management
has
occupation
STEEL
, suitably
aqualified
vacancy for
the occupation
of SALESMAN
applicants
can contact
17404866
, orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
34443540
DOWN or FAWAZ83IM@GMAIL.COM
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
Jaser
Construction
hasa avacancy
vacancyfor for
COMPANY
W.L.L. has
the
the
occupationof of CARPENTER
WORKER , , suitably
occupation
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
33220455
or
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
JASERCONT@GMAIL.COM
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
HYDROTECH CENTER FOR HEAVY
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY
MAINTENANCE
AND
COMPANYhas
W.L.L.
has aforvacancy
for the
REPAIRING
a vacancy
the occupation
CARPENTER
, suitably
ofoccupation
MECHANICof , suitably
qualified applicants
qualified
applicants
can contact 17404866
can
contact 77199016
or buyasaf75@gmail.com
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALASHIQA
MANUFACTURE OF ALUMINIUM
DOWN FOR KITCHEN
TOWN CO.CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS
has a vacancy
W.L.L.of hasWORKER
a vacancy
for the
forCOMPANY
the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact 17780154
or
occupation
of can
CARPENTER
, suitably
MOHDAAHTAN@BAPCO.NET
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
SERAX
CONTRACTING has a vacancy
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
forDOWN
the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
qualified
applicants
contact
33697714
or
COMPANY
W.L.L.canhas
a vacancy
for the
ALAMALBH84@GMAIL.COM
occupation of CARPENTER , suitably
Continental
interiors can
w.l.lcontact
has a 17404866
vacancy
qualified applicants
foror the
occupation of WORKER , suitably
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
can contact
17280049 or
DOWN applicants
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
TAHIRHAMEED57@HOTMAIL.COM
COMPANYCONSTRUCTION
W.L.L. has a vacancy
for the
MOAZZEM
- BAHRAINI
occupation of STEEL
, suitably
PARTNERSHIP
CO. hasCHIPPER
a vacancy
for
qualified
applicants
contact , 17404866
the
occupation
of can
WORKER
suitably
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified applicants can contact 34407337 or
MARBLE RESTORATION CO. W.L.L has
MOAZZEMHOSSAN@HOTMAIL.COM
a vacancy
for the occupation
WORKER
Brave
Generation
Education ofW.L.L
has
suitably for
qualified
applicantsofcanOFFICE
contact
a, vacancy
the occupation
17727676, suitably
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
HELPER
qualified applicants can
contact
SECURI33109342
CORE W.L.Lor hasOLIVEBABE55@
a vacancy for the
YAHOO.COM
occupation of SECURITY GUARD , suitably
WELLDONE
CONSTRUCTION
has
qualified applicants
can contactEST.
17822228
aorvacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
, SECURI
suitably CORE
qualifiedW.L.L
applicants
contactfor
has acan
vacancy
36303304
or WLDONECONT@GMAIL.COM
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN , suitably
HAMMER
NAIL can
CONSTRUCTION
has
qualified AND
applicants
contact 17822228
aorvacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
, Diamond
suitably qualified
can contact
squareapplicants
contracting
has
33366683
or
POWEREDTRADING@
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
YAHOO.COM
MASON(GENERAL)
suitably
Sayed
Kadhem aldurazi ,& sons
B.S.c.qualified
close
36990555
applicants
contact
has
a vacancycan
for the
occupation
of MASONor
, BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
URBASER
BAHRAIN CO W.L.L has a
17624116
or sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
CAPITAL
TRADING
& INDUSTRY
has a
, suitablyfor qualified
applicants
contact
vacancy
the occupation
of can
MACHINE
17534342 or, sajilnath@urbaser.com
OPERATOR
suitably qualified applicants
can
or MATTRESS@
BINcontact
HAFIZ17730000
LINE OFFICE
CLEARANCE
SPRINGER.COM.BH
OF GOVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS has
GREEN
CITYfor
SERVICES
W.L.L has
vacancy
a vacancy
the occupation
of aWORKER
for, suitably
the occupation
WORKERcan
, suitably
qualifiedof applicants
contact
qualified
applicants
can contact 36022682 or
39445381
or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
info@gcs.bh
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING
SAQARA
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L has aBUILDING
vacancy for the
occupation of
CONTRACTING
hasqualified
a vacancy
WORKER , suitably
applicants for
can
the
occupation
MECHANIC (AIRcontact
33615001ofor BITTUSANDHU530@
CONDITIONING) , suitably qualified applicants
GMAIL.COM
can
contact 17722066 or ZUBARAIT@
MI CASA W.L.L has a vacancy for the
BATELCO.COM.BH
occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
MTQ
OILFIELD
SERVICES
W.L.L. qualified
has a
applicants
canoccupation
contact of17713603
vacancy
for the
INSPECTORor
, SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
AWAL PRINTING
PRESS W.L.L. has a
17166827
or ahmed@mtqos.com
vacancy
for the occupation
of SERVICES
SANTY
EXCAVATION
AND CONSTRUCTION
HELPER ,W.L.L
suitably
COMPANY
has qualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the
can contactof 17292553
or AWALPRES@
occupation
HEAVY DRIVER
, suitably
qualified
applicants can contact 17401013 or
BATELCO.COM.BH
SANTEC.GLORVS@GMAIL.COM
ALMANARATAIN BLOCK & CONCRETE
MOHAMADAIN
ESTATE
a vacancy
FACTORY hasREAL
a vacancy
for has
the occupation
forof the
occupation
of RENT
COLLECTOR
PAINTER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
, can
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
contact
17590097
or can
ALSHAAB@
39800990
or ABUHATAM2001@YAHOO.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
Nitro
Contracting
has a CENTRE
vacancy forhasthea
FARFASHA
TRADING
occupation
of theWORKER
, suitably
qualified
vacancy
for
occupation
of SALESMAN
applicants can contact 39881866 or kamc.
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
bh@gmail.com
39414663
or FARFASHA_10@
AL
YNBOOT CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
forHOTMAIL.COM
the occupation of MASON , suitably
BRC WELDMESH
qualified
applicants can(GULF)
contact W.L.L.
33223488hasora
vacancy
for the occupation of BLACKSMITH
HONEYZAHRAA@YAHOO.COM
(GENERAL) CLEANING
, suitably qualified
applicants
ALMOAYYED
& MAINTENANCE
can contact
W.L.L.
has a 17180366
vacancy for orthe abdulla-2111@
occupation of
hotmail.com
CLEANER
, suitably qualified applicants can
contact
17400407 CONSTRUCTION
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
TECHNICAL
COMPANY
EASTERN
has for
a vacancy
for the
W.L.L hasBAKERY
a vacancy
the occupation
occupation
of CHEF , ,suitably
of MASON(GENERAL)
suitably qualified
qualified
applicants
contact
17729595
or abdulla@or
applicantscancan
contact
17730036
hhm-group.com
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
LAST
ELEVENCONSTRUCTION
AUTO CENTER W.L.L
has
TECHNICAL
COMPANY
aW.L.L
vacancy
occupation
of occupation
WORKER
hasforathe
vacancy
for the
, ofsuitably
qualified applicants
can, contact
CARPENTER
(GENERAL)
suitably
32123332
or
HHAAAA101@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17730036
POWERHAND TOOLS TRADING W.L.L has
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
aorvacancy
for the occupation of SALESMAN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
, TECHNICAL
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
W.L.L
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
66643447 or DOCZMANAMA123@GMAIL.COM
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L has
or TCCBN@BATELCO.
acontact
vacancy17730036
for the occupation
of FITTER
, COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
Ramees orLocal
ironing has a vacancy
17830801
HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
for the occupation
Alnasayem
contracting ofhas aLAUNDERER/
vacancy for
the
occupation of LABOURER
PRESSER(GENERAL)
, suitably, suitably
qualified

qualified
applicants
contact17775189
34115154 oror
applicants
can can
contact
BUSALEM43@HOTMAIL.COM
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
SARAYA
CONTRACTORS
CO. W.L.L has &
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
a ENGINEERING
vacancy for the SERVI
occupation
MASONfor
has aof vacancy
, the
suitably
qualifiedof applicants
can ,contact
occupation
ELECTRICIAN
suitably
17691591
md@sarayaco.com
qualified orapplicants
can contact 17729935
I CLEAN
SERVICES
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
for the occupation of CLEANER , suitably
PANORAMA
qualified
applicants canCONTRACTING
contact 17700211 or &
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy
mellanie.hr@dreamgroup.bh
for theZEBRA
occupation
of RIGGER
, suitably
QUICK
SERVICES
has a vacancy
applicants
contact , 17729935
forqualified
the occupation
of can
CLEANER
suitably
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 17700211 or
BOKHOWA CONTRACTING & TRADING
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
GROUP ALI
W.L.L
has aALBASRI
vacancy has
for the
HASSAN
HASSAN
a
occupation
of occupation
WORKER ,ofsuitably
qualified
vacancy
for the
SALESMAN
, applicants
suitably qualified
applicants17255980
can contactor
can contact
34097357
or ALKABEER30@GMAIL.COM
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
SHAMS
AL BATOOL
COLD STORE
has a
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
vacancy
the occupation
SALESMAN
GROUPfor W.L.L
has a of
vacancy
for the
(GROCERY
occupation OR
of COLDSTORE)
CARPENTER , , suitably
suitably
qualified
can can
contact
33362233
or
qualifiedapplicants
applicants
contact
17255980
SISA2727@HOTMAIL.COM
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
CORTADO
CAFE has a &vacancy
for the
TOWER MARKETING
CONTRACTING
occupation
of
WAITER
(GENERAL)
,
suitably
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
qualified applicants can contact 33651762 or
PLUMBER , suitably qualified applicants
CORTADO.BH@GMAIL.COM
can contact
17742427
or alburj@batelco.
Manama
Packaging
Industry
W.L.L. has
a com.bh
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
TRADING
EST.-PARTNERSHIP
, ALKARAR
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
has a or
vacancy
for the occupation of
17675246
MFIAKRAM@GMAIL.COM
STOREKEEPER
suitably qualified
RIYADH
CARPENTRY , & DECORATION
has
applicants
canoccupation
contact of17232282
a vacancy
for the
CARPENTERor
, HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ANWAR orBINRIYADHCARPENTRY@GMAIL.
HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L
17400827
COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of MASON
GRAY
STARqualified
SERVICES
CO. W.L.L
a
, suitably
applicants
can has
contact
vacancy
for or
the M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
occupation of WORKER
17340947
, ANWAR
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
BIN HIJJI
CONSTRUCTION
66644102
ABDUL.QAYYUM121A@
W.L.L has aorvacancy
for the occupation of
GMAIL.COM
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
DAR
ATLAS17340947
TRADING has
vacancy for the
contact
ora M.BINHIJJI@
occupation
of SALESMAN , suitably qualified
GMAIL.COM
applicants can contact 39688706 or JAWAD_
ALKOMED ENGINEERING SERVICES
DAWOD@HOTMAIL.COM
CO. hasCONTRACTING
a vacancy for CO
the occupation
FEDORA
WLL has aof
FOREMAN
, suitably
qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the
occupation
of WORKER
contact
17698500
or can
ALKOMED@
, can
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
BATELCO.COM.BH
33871955
or maheshyogidas@gmail.com
ALSHAHEEN
CONTRACTING
CUBAO
SERVICES has a vacancy
for the
ESTABLISHMENT
has, suitably
a vacancy
occupation
of WORKER
qualifiedfor
the occupation
of LABOURER
applicants
can contact
17277768, suitably
or
qualified applicants can contact 17683576
CUBAO_1970@YAHOO.COM
MANZAL
ALUMINUM FACTORY has a
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
vacancy
the occupation has
of WORKER
Hassanifor Construction
a vacancy
, for
suitably
qualified applicants
can , contact
the occupation
of MASON
suitably
17874244
almanil5@gmail.com
qualified orapplicants
can contact 39633212
B.F.G.
COMMERCIAL SERVICES W.L.L.
or T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
has
a vacancy
for the EST.
occupation
NATIONAL
EXCAVATING
W.L.L of
has
FABRICATOR(FIBERGLASS
a vacancy for the occupationPRODUCTS)
of SHOVEL
, OPERATOR
suitably qualified
applicants
can
, suitably qualified applicants
contact 39629600 or Taghrid.wanous@
can contact 17621168 or NEEWLL@
BFGINTERNATIONAL.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
UNIVERSAL
FOUNDATIONS has a vacancy
AUTOofELECTRICAL
WORKSHOP
forADISON
the occupation
HEAVY DRIVER
, suitably
has aapplicants
vacancycanforcontact
the 17620673
occupation orof
qualified
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
33009736
bu-khalid-@
M contact
I CONTRACTING
has aorvacancy
for the
hotmail.com
occupation
of LABOURER , suitably qualified
Najeda can
restaurant
has a vacancy
for the
applicants
contact 17009161
or M.I.75@
occupation of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably
HOTMAIL.COM
Abdul
Rahman
Ali Al Saad
Power Projects
qualified
applicants
can contact
17643510
CoorWAZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
l l has a vacancy for the occupation
of AGRO
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
FLORA
has aqualified
vacancy
for the
can
contact 17273330
or BEENA.B@
occupation
of GARDENER
, suitably
ALSAADPROJECTS.COM
qualified applicants can contact 39453393
PATWA
PEARLS W.L.L has a vacancy
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
forAHMED
the occupationISA
of WORKER
, suitably
CONTRACTING
qualified
applicants canhas
contact
35094042
CONSTRUCTION
a vacancy
for orthe
PATWAPEARLS@GMAIL.COM
of SURVEYOR
, suitably
ALoccupation
KOOHEJI ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS
applicantsWLL
canhas
contact
17552234
& qualified
CONSTRUCTION
a vacancy
for
AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
theoroccupation
of PAINTER , suitably qualified
MOHAMMED
ALI
HASAN
TRANSPORT
applicants can contact 17701711 or lmra@
has a vacancy for the occupation of
kecc.me
DRIVERSERVICES
, suitably qualified
can
I CLEAN
W.L.L hasapplicants
a vacancy
39468891of orCLEANER
ALI_MOHAMED@
forcontact
the occupation
, suitably
BAPCO.NET
qualified
applicants can contact 17700211 or
SEVENTIES KARAK has a vacancy for
mellanie.hr@dreamgroup.bh
TECTON
AND
the occupationENGINEERING
of WORKER , suitably
CONSTRUCTION
BRANCH
OFFICE17578287
has a
qualified applicants
can contact
vacancy
for the occupation of PIPEFITTER
or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
, SEVENTIES
suitably qualified
applicants
contactfor
KARAK
has acan
vacancy
17215656
or info@tectonme.com
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
I CLEAN
has a 17578287
vacancy
qualifiedSERVICES
applicants W.L.L
can contact
fororthe
occupation of CLEANER , suitably
AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
ALGHANAH
GROUP
W.L.L 17700211
has a vacancy
mellanie.hr@dreamgroup.bh
for
the
occupation
of
TEAM
LEADER
GULF CITY CLEANING W.L.L has a vacancy ,
qualifiedof applicants
contact
forsuitably
the occupation
CLEANERcan
, suitably
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
qualified
applicants
can contact 17727925 or
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy
yousif@aanass.net
for theZEBRA
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
, suitably
QUICK
SERVICES
has a vacancy
applicants
contact , 17722333
forqualified
the occupation
of can
CLEANER
suitably
or info@alghanah.com
qualified
applicants can contact 17700211 or
MUSE CLOTHES has a vacancy for the
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
occupation
of SALESMAN
GULF
ALUMINIUM
ROLLING , suitably
MILL
has
a vacancy
for can
the contact
occupation
of
qualified
applicants
17533272
OPERATOR(METAL
ROLLING MILL) , suitably
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
qualified
applicantsKIDS
can contact
17731000 AND
or
BEAUTIFUL
GARMENTS
yousif.alkhaja@garmco.com
TAILORING has a vacancy for the
Bait
AlDonut has
for the occupation
occupation
of a vacancy
SALESMAN
, suitably
of qualified
KITCHEN
AIDE can
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact 17344840
applicants
can contact 17727200 or info@
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
rumcogroup.com
ALMADHIF
RESTAURANT
has
SEVEN DAYS CONTRACTING CO. W.L.L
a a vacancy
vacancyfor the
for occupation
the occupation
has
of WORKERof
, suitably
qualified
, COOK(GENERAL)
suitably qualified applicants
can contact
applicantsor can
contact 17877002 or
39454342
SDC.SPC@YAHOO.COM
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
Downtown
Rotana hotel B.S.C has a
AHMEDfor the MOHAMMED
JASSIM
vacancy
occupation of WAITER
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L.
(HOTEL)
, suitably qualified
applicantshascan a
vacancy
for the occupation
of DRAFTSMAN
contact
17110196
or PATRICE.CONEE@
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
ROTANA.COM
17784584
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
CPIC
ABAHSAIN
FIBERGLASS W.L.L. has

a AHMED
vacancy for theMOHAMMED
occupation of WORKER
JASSIM
, CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified CO.
applicants
can acontact
W.L.L. has
vacancy
17468522
or wanglinan@cpicfiber.com
for the occupation
of PAINTER , suitably
LEBANESE
RESTAURANT
CATERING
qualified applicants can contact 17784584
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
LABOURER
qualified
AL MANAR, suitably
BAKERIES
has applicants
a vacancy
can
17877033 ofor DRIVER
ALI_SHARBTY@
forcontact
the occupation
, suitably
HOTMAIL.COM
applicants
can contact
66333346
D4qualified
INSIGHT
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for theor
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
occupation
of INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AL HANADI
CABINS
SPECIALIST
, suitablyTELEPHONE
qualified applicants
can
SERVICES
has a vacancy for the occupation
0 or HARIGOPALDASA@D4INSIGHT.COM
contact
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
GULF
ALUMINIUM
ROLLING
MILLapplicants
has a
can contact
vacancy
for the39458176
occupationorof ALITAQADUM@
MECHANICAL
YAHOO.COM
TECHNICIAN
, suitably qualified applicants can
ALJUNAID
FISHES
TOOLS has a vacancy
contact
17731000
or yousif.alkhaja@garmco.
com
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
THE
GRUBapplicants
SHACKcan
GRILL
W.L.L
has aor
qualified
contact
39606062
vacancy
for the occupation of SUPERVISOR
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
KITCHEN
, suitably qualifiedServices
applicants
Bahrain Electromechanical
Co.
can
contact
RNAKFOUR1@
W.L.L.
has39674740
a vacancy orfor the
occupation of
HOTMAIL.COM
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can
SALON
has a vacancy
contactCLASSIC
39940152SAM
or W.L.L
BEMCO@BATELCO.
forCOM.BH
the occupation of LABOURER , suitably
qualified
can contact 36878500
Bahrainapplicants
Electromechanical
Services or
Co.
K_MIQBAL@YAHOO.COM
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
CLOVERFEILD DECORATIONSoccupation
has aof
CARPENTER
suitably qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the , occupation
of WORKER
contact
39940152
, can
suitably
qualified
applicantsor canBEMCO@
contact
BATELCO.COM.BH
37324778
or TAPANCHANDRAYY3@GMAIL.COM
ALAHWAL
TRADING
has
a
vacancy
ALGHANAH GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy forfor
occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
thetheoccupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
qualified can
applicants
contact 17241049
applicants
contactcan
17722333
or info@or
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
alghanah.com
TWO
STARS
MOBILE
S W.L.L has
ZINGER
LAND
CAFETERIA
hasa avacancy
vacancy
forforthetheoccupation
occupationof ofWORKER
WAITER, ,suitably
suitably
qualified
cancan
contact
36977392
qualifiedapplicants
applicants
contact
17650350or
jamshad17@yahoo.com
FLORA CONTRACTING MAINTENCE
ALRUKN
ALAALI
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L
SERVICES
has a vacancy
for the occupation
has
vacancy for,the
occupation
of WORKER
of a WORKER
suitably
qualified
applicants
, can
suitably
qualified
applicantsor canaccounts@
contact
contact
17623882
33369554
or mohd_kd2@hotmail.com
florabh.com
Childhood
taste boutique
and tailoring
has a
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
vacancy for the occupation of TAILOR , suitably
W.L.L. applicants
has a vacancy
for the39893138
occupationorof
qualified
can contact
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
QASSIM.8@HOTMAIL.COM
contact 17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
ALcanMANARTAIN
COMPANY
AND ALI
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALSHEAB
GROUP WLL has a vacancy for
TOWNofCONSTRUCTION
theDOWN
occupation
HEAVY VEHICLECOMPANY
DRIVER
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
, W.L.L.
suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
contactof
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants
17590097
or ALSHAAB@BATELCO.COMM.BH
can contact
DOWNTOWN@
BEACH
ROSE 17404866
TOWER hasora vacancy
for the
occupation
of CLEANER (GENERAL) , suitably
BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
can contact
33005576
or
NASS applicants
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
RRBUESSA@ICLOUD.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
ALMANARATAIN
has a vacancy
for
LABOURER , FACTORY
suitably qualified
applicants
thecan
occupation
HEAVY VEHICLE
contactof 17727925
or DRIVER
yousif@
, aanass.net
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17590097
or ALSHAAB@BATELCO.COMM.
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
BHhas a vacancy for the occupation of
ALHAJ
HASSAN
GROUPqualified
B.S.C CLOSED
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
has a vacancy for the occupation of HEAVY
can
contact
17727925
or yousif@
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants
can
aanass.net
contact
17551111 or VIJESH.NAIR@
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
HAJIHASSAN.COM
has a GRILLS
vacancy& for
the occupation
QAEEDI
RESTUARANT
has aof
LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
vacancy
for the ,occupation
of RESTAURANT
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
MANAGER
, suitably
qualified applicants
can
aanass.net
contact
17658555 or alihusainsam@gmail.
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
com
VICTORIA
CAFE hasfor a the
vacancy
for theof
has a vacancy
occupation
occupation
of , suitably
ACCOUNTANT
suitably
LABOURER
qualified, applicants
qualified
applicants
can contact
17400506 or
can contact
17727925
or yousif@aanass.
ALABBASYME@GMAIL.COM
net
NAHAR
CAFETERIACOMPANY
has a vacancy
for
NASS MAIN
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
thehas
occupation
of WORKER(JUICE)
, suitablyof
a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
33098012
or
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
naharmaien@gmail.com
can contact 17727925 or yousif@
AHS
MARINE CATERING COMPANY W.L.L
aanass.net
has a vacancy for the occupation of MANAGER
NASS
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
(MARINECONTRACTING
& TRANSPORTATION)
, suitably
has aapplicants
vacancycanforcontact
the 17681977
occupation orof
qualified
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
james@ahsmarine.com
can contact
17727925
yousif@
Elegant
Leo contracting
has aorvacancy
for
theaanass.net
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
applicants
can contact 39591551
or E.LEO.
has a vacancy for the occupation of
BH@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified
applicants
INTERCITY
PROMOTIONAL
SAMPLES
has a
vacancy
for the occupation
of ACCOUNTANT
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
, aanass.net
suitably qualified applicants can contact
39915050
or intercityxprss6@gmail.com
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
EXPOSURE
FLOWERS
for theof
has a vacancy
forhasthea vacancy
occupation
occupation
of ,FLORIST/FLOWER
LABOURER
suitably qualified SETTER
applicants
, can
suitably
qualified
applicants or
can yousif@
contact
contact
17727925
36635353
or MARYAMALZAYANI@GMAIL.COM
aanass.net
DESIGN
TRACK PRINTS
W.L.Lhas
has aavacancy
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
vacancy
forforthetheoccupation
of of WORKER
, suitably
occupation
SECURITY
GUARD
qualified applicants can contact 33352368 or
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
PRIYASUBIN.BH@GMAIL.COM
17400407
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
ABRAJ
AL HUDA
BUILDING COSTRUCTION
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
a vacancy
has
a vacancy for the
occupationhas
of WORKER
the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
, for
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
, suitablyor qualified
applicants can contact
37331877
BNT.HAJAIRI@HOTMAIL.COM
17400407
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
SEVEN
SEASorDECOR
W.L.L has a vacancy
PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
forDREAM
the occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
W.L.L applicants
has a vacancy
for the17243785
occupationorof
qualified
can contact
KARIMFULAIJ@GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified
KENTUCKY
vacancy
for the occupation
applicants has
can acontact
17700211
or HRD@
of DREAMGROUP.BH
SHIFT LEADER , suitably qualified
applicants
contact 17262998
or ssaleh@
DREAM can
PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
americana-food.com
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
East
Gulf Real Estate
a vacancy
for
MAINTENANCE
CLERKhas, suitably
qualified
theapplicants
occupation
of WORKER
can contact
17700211, orsuitably
HRD@
qualified
applicants can contact 39669649 or
DREAMGROUP.BH
SLHAHUSSAIN@GMAIL.COM
SILVER
CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy
NASS SCAFFORM CONTRACTING has a
for
the
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
vacancy for the occupation
of SCAFFOLDER
applicantsapplicants
can contact
, qualified
suitably qualified
can 39188855
contact
or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
17725522
or yousif@aanass.net
GMAIL.COM
ALKARRAR INTERNATIONAL Fabrication
POWER has
TECH
DEVELOPMENT
W.L.L
Workshop
a vacancy
for the occupation
a vacancy
for the occupation
of hasSHEET
METAL WORKERS
(GENERAL)of
, suitably
qualified
, MECHANICAL
suitably qualifiedFITTER
applicants
can contact
applicants orcanHUSSAIN2025@HOTMAIL.
contact 39279042 or
17414719
COM
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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Classifieds

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
VACANCIES
CONTINUED
AVAILABLE

BABA RAMADHAN CONTRACTING has
a vacancy forCONTRACTING
the occupation of&TRADING
WORKER
BISMILLAH
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
CO
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
39064201
or , suitably
MOHAMMADAMEER560@
of
LABOURER
qualified applicants
GMAIL.COM
can
contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@
Um Reem Restaurant has a vacancy for
YAHOO.COM
the occupationCONTRACTING
of WORKER&TRADING
, suitably
BISMILLAH
qualified
can contact
or
CO
W.L.Lapplicants
has a vacancy
for the39071916
occupation
UMALI3060@GMAIL.COM
of
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants
MAGNUM
SHIPCARE SERVICES
CO. W.L.L
can
or BISCONWLL@
has acontact
vacancy17874941
for the occupation
of QUALITY
YAHOO.COM
INSPECTOR , suitably qualified applicants
MOHD
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL
can contactALI
17832244
or admin_pers@
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C has a
alkhalidiagroup.com
vacancy
for the occupation
CARPENTER
AHMED OMAR
TRADING &ofCONTRACTING
,EST
suitably
applicants
can contactof
.W L Lqualified
has a vacancy
for the occupation
17730437
OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
LABOURERor, suitably
qualified applicants can
ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
contact 17258545 or admin@AHMEDOMER.COM
ESTABLISHMENT
has a has
vacancy
for the
ASNAAM CONTIRACTING
a vacancy
for
the occupation
WORKER, suitably
, suitablyqualified
qualified
occupation
of ofWORKER
applicants can
33180190
or SASO.
applicants
cancontact
contact
39602882
or
BAH@GMAIL.COM
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
FREE LAND
AUTO SERVICES
has a vacancy
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
for the
occupation
WORKERof ,MASON
suitably
has
a vacancy
for theofoccupation
contact 17320625
or
,qualified
suitablyapplicants
qualified can
applicants
can contact
SS_TAJJ@HOTMAIL.COM
17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
FAST LINKCONTRACTING
FOR GYPSUM CONTRACTING
NASS
COMPANY
W.L.L has
aa vacancy
for
the occupation
occupation of
of
(W.L.L)
has
vacancyqualified
for the
LABOURER , suitably
applicants can
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified applicants
contact 17786149
or AQCC.BH@GMAIL.COM
can
contact
17727925
yousif@
HUSSAIN
ISMAEEL
TRADINGorCENTER
has
aanass.net
a vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
COMPANY
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
W.L.L
CLEANTEC
has a vacancy for the
33604603
or hitc.bh@gmail.com
occupation
of WORKER
qualified
The Seat Shop
For auto, suitably
Upholstery
has
applicants
canthe contact
36636640
or
a vacancy for
occupation
of WORKER
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
38304039PUBLISHING
or ANTAKYAGATE@HOTMAIL.
TYLOS
& PRESS has a
COM for the occupation of WORKER
vacancy
B.S.C closed
has a
,Aljallawi
suitably Properties
qualified applicants
can contact
vacancy fororthetylosprinting@gmail.com
occupation of LABOURER
17405333
, suitablyTrading
qualified& applicants
can contact
Castillo
Construction
has a
17411155foror the
INFO@JALLAWI.COM
vacancy
occupation of WORKER
NEPTON
ALUMINUM
FACTORY
has
, suitably qualified applicants can contacta
vacancy foror the
occupation of WORKER
17717474
CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
,ALMOAYYED
suitably qualified applicants
can contact
CLEANING
&
39222086 or ABRAR.ALMAJED@LIVE.COM
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L.
has
a vacancy
NAJMA JEWELLERY has a vacancy
for
for
occupation
CLEANER
, suitably
the the
occupation
of ofJEWELRY
GOLDSMITH
qualified
applicants
contact
17400407
(GENERAL)
, suitablycan
qualified
applicants
can
or
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
contact
17227240 or nabeel.amr@gmail.com
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
BAWAREJ CONTRACTING
CO.W.L.L has
MAINTENANCE
hasof a CLEANER
vacancy
a vacancy for the W.L.L.
occupation
for
the occupation
CLEANER
, suitably
qualified ofapplicants
can, suitably
contact
qualified
can contact 17400407
33551441applicants
or bawarej.bh@gmail.com
PROPEL
CONSULT LIMITED WLL has a
or
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
vacancy for the occupation
of RESEARCHER
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
, suitably qualifiedW.L.L.
applicants
contact
MAINTENANCE
has can
a vacancy
17382265
or marwa@PROPELCONSULT.
for
the occupation
of CLEANER , suitably
COM applicants can contact 17400407
qualified
Adwan
Mechanical
Contracting has a
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
vacancy forcleaning
the occupation
WORKER
Mexico
and ofmaintenance
, suitably has
qualified
applicants
contact
services
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
17727557
or NEZAR.ADWAN@GMAIL.COM
of
CLEANER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy
can
contact
17550720
mexicocleaning@
for the
occupation
of orWORKER
, suitably
gmail.com
qualified applicants can contact 39188855 or
DREAM
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO.
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L
has a vacancyLANDSCAPES
for the occupation
of
AL MOAYYED
AND
MAINTENANCE
CLERK
SWIMMING POOLS
has ,asuitably
vacancyqualified
for the
applicants
17700211
HRD@
occupation can
of contact
WORKER
, suitablyor qualified
DREAMGROUP.BH
applicants can contact 17400407 or ameer@
DREAM
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO.
almoayyedcg.com
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
COMPANY
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
of
W.L.L CLEANTEC
has a, suitably
vacancyqualified
for the
MAINTENANCE
CLERK
occupation can
of contact
WORKER
, suitablyor qualified
applicants
17700211
HRD@
applicants can contact 36636640
or
DREAMGROUP.BH
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
PROTECTS
SECURITY SERVICES has a
N C C SALE
SECOND-HAND
GOODS
vacancy
for theOFoccupation
of SECURITY
has a vacancy
for thequalified
occupation
of WORKER
GUARD
, suitably
applicants
can
, suitably
qualifiedorapplicants
can contact
contact
17700211
hrd@dreamgroup.bh
38488088
or
SAALI2421976@GMAIL.COM
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has a
SILVER MOTOR
CYCLES
CENTRE
vacancy
for athevacancy
occupation
W.L.L has
for ofthe SECURITY
occupation
GUARD
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
of WORKER(METAL
CASTING)
, suitably
contact
qualified17700211
applicants or
canhrd@dreamgroup.bh
contact 17784460 or
ABRAJ
ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L
SILVER@BATELCO.COM.BH
has
a vacancy
for theCo.
occupation
STEEL
Brodan
Contracting
W.L.L hasofa vacancy
CHIPPER
, suitablyofqualified
applicants
can
for the occupation
LABOURER
, suitably
contact
qualified17630580
applicants or
canABRAJKHAMIS786@
contact 17749111 or
GMAIL.COM
DR.MENONKS@GMAIL.COM
FIRE FIGHTER
CO SECURITY
AND SAFETY
ABRAJ
ALKHAMIS
CONTRACTING
W.L.L
EQUIPMENT
W.L.L hasofaMASON
vacancy
has
a vacancyTRADING
for the occupation
the occupation
TECHNICIAN
suitably
,forsuitably
qualifiedof applicants
can , contact
qualified applicants
can contact 17000347 or
17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
AZIZ65211@GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
EMPEROR
LAUNDRY has
vacancy
Jasco
CONTRUCTION
has aa vacancy
for the
the occupation
occupation of
of CASHIER
WORKER ,, suitably
suitably
for
qualified applicants
17682261
or
qualified
applicantscan
cancontact
contact
17290028
ISAZAINAL@LIVE.CO.UK
or
ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
D4 INSIGHT W.L.L has a vacancy for the
Professional
Way Contracting
W.L.L. has
occupation of INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
aSPECIALIST
vacancy for, suitably
the occupation
of STEEL
qualified applicants
can
FABRICATOR
, suitably
qualified applicants
contact 32233187
or HARIGOPALDASA@
can
contact
17822161
or
INFO@
D4INSIGHT.COM
PWCBH.COM
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
Professional
Contracting
W.L.L. has
(W.L.L) has a Way
vacancy
for the occupation
of
aCARPENTER
vacancy for the
occupation
of LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
,can
suitably
can contact
contactqualified
17727925applicants
or yousif@aanass.net
FAN GALLERY
BY MARYAM BUSHIRI has
17822161
or INFO@PWCBH.COM
a vacancySERVICES
for the occupation
of LABOURER
OTSEN
COMPANY
W.L.L has
suitably for
qualified
applicantsofcan
contact
a, vacancy
the occupation
WORKER
or FANGALLERYBYMB@GMAIL.
,32222693
suitably qualified
applicants can contact
COM
17227206
or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L has a
GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for
the occupationAND
of PLANNERPLAY RESTAURANT
LOUNGE
MAINTENANCE(WORK
SCHEDULING)
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
occupation
, suitably
qualified applicants
contact
of
MANAGER
, suitablycanqualified
17830801
or HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
applicants
can
contact
16666661
or
ajit@a
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L has
sevensholding.com
vacancy for the occupation of MECHANICAL
New
Line,Retail
W.L.L hascana
HELPER
suitablyEnterprises
qualified applicants

contact
or HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
vacancy17830801
for the occupation
of LABOURER
ALSARHANI
JEWELLERS
has can
a vacancy
, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
for
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
17722211
or INDECO@BATELCO.
qualified
applicants can contact 33982567 or
COM.BH
JSARHAN123@GMAIL.COM
THREE COLOURS BUILDING MATERIALS
NASS
CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
CO W.L.L
has a vacancyCOMPANY
for the occupation
has
a vacancy for
the occupation
STEEL
of SALESMAN
, suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
FABRICATOR
, suitablyorqualified
applicants
can
contact
38076373
MJ.GROUP.BH@
can contact 17727925 or yousif@aanass.net
GMAIL.COMMotors has a vacancy for the
ALHaddad
SHIFA BUDAIYA
MEDICAL
occupation
of ASSISTANT
MANAGERCENTER
, suitably
W.L.L has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
can for
contact
36840161 or
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
ammar@alhaddad-mercedesbenz.com can
contact 39425758
or ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
has a vacancy for
GMAIL.COM
the
occupation of SECURITY GUARD , suitably
Grill LAND
Restaurant
W.L.L has
a vacancy
qualified
applicants
can contact
17400407
or
for the occupation of WAITER , suitably
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
sons B.S.c.
close
qualified
applicants
can&contact
77907777
has
a vacancy for the occupation of MASON
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
,Grill
suitably
applicants
cana vacancy
contact
LANDqualified
Restaurant
W.L.L has
17624116
or sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
for the occupation
of KITCHEN AIDE ,
BAHRAIN
SPECIAL applicants
TECHNICALcan
SERVICES
suitably qualified
contact
STS
CO. or
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
77907777
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
occupation
of
RIGGER
,
suitably
qualified
ZAFEER CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a
applicants
17622082
or info@
vacancy forcan
thecontact
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
BAHSTS.COM
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
ABDULLA
ALHAJARI
CONTRACTING
&
39339937 has
or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
TRADING
a vacancy for the occupation
HASSAN
JASIM
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
W.L.L 39893797
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
contact
or NEZAR78@HOTMAIL.COM
MASON , suitably
qualified
can
MOHAMED
EBRAHIM
SALEMapplicants
ALBOAINAIN
39973731
or HASSAN39973731@
(contact
ALWADHAH
/ 9910
) has a vacancy
GMAIL.COM
for
the occupation of SEAMAN , suitably
Muralikaapplicants
CreationscanWLL
has a17773367
vacancy for
qualified
contact
or
the occupation of GENERAL MANAGER
EBRAHIMMOHAMED609@GMAIL.COM
ERS
Technologies
has acan
vacancy
for
, suitably
qualifiedW.L.L.
applicants
contact
the
occupationorof MARKETING
EXECUTIVE
33190465
rohitmuraleedharan966@
,gmail.com
suitably qualified applicants can contact
38294915
YOUNISHM@YAHOO.COM
AL TendealorMen
Tailoring has a vacancy for
CHIS
EMPIRE ofTRADING
CO.W.L.L, suitably
has a
the occupation
TAILOR (GENTS)
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of 39023395
SALESMAN
qualified applicants can contact
or
,KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
35131471
or DIAN.DOHERTY@CHISZAYAN CONTRACTING
AND REAL
EMPIRE.COM
ESTATE
COMPANY
W.L.L
has a vacancy
Mazali Restaurant has
a vacancy
for the
for the occupation
of WORKER(SALES)
occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably qualified
,applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
can
contact
can contact 17292662
or
17470964 or AQEELSHAHZAD79@
LAYALIBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
SHAMS
AL IRAQ BAKERY has a vacancy
TAMIMI
MARKETSof BAHRAIN
for
the occupation
WORKERCOMPANY
, suitably
W.L.L has
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified
applicants
can for
contact
39593981 or
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER , suitably
SHHAITHEMHAMZH1977@GMAIL.COM
contact
or
6qualified
pence applicants
ConsultingcanW.L.L.
has35127876
a vacancy
for
the occupation
of HUMAN
DANAT
AWAL W.L.L
has aRESOURCES
vacancy for
CONSULTANT
qualified ,applicants
the occupation, suitably
of WORKER
suitably
can
contactapplicants
13600014can
or contact
hhasan@6-pence.
qualified
17300257
com
or HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
Sham
Stones
Trading Co.Wll
a vacancy
ALNAJAH
PRINTING
PRESShas
W.L.L
has a
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
vacancy
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
qualified
contact 36915910
or
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcan
applicants
can contact
Shamtrading.bh@hotmail.com
39149240 or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
AL DEERA ROASTERY has a vacancy
NANO
CONTRACTING
W.L.L , suitably
has a
for
the occupation
of WORKER
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
WORKER
qualified
can contactof39555040
or
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
JASSIM.040@GMAIL.COM
17227206 orINDUSTRIAL
GEEPASBAHRAIN@
ACCURATE
EQUIPMENT
GMAIL.COM WLL has a vacancy for the
MAINTENANCE
Zmart
Buildco
WLL
has
a
vacancy
for the
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
occupationcan
of contact
WORKER
, suitably
applicants
17722052
or qualified
SIAM@
applicants can contact 39676747 or
BATELCO.COM.BH
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
GENETECH
SERVICES Co. W.L.L has a
vacancy
for the occupation
IHOB MOBESORIES
CO. ofWLL.WORKER
has a
,vacancy
suitablyforqualified
applicants
contact
the occupation
of can
SALESMAN
13691113
YASEENSABT@HOTMAIL.COM
, suitably orqualified
applicants can contact
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
17663539 or
RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
(W.L.L)
has MART
a vacancy
for the
of
AJWAAD
W.L.L
hasoccupation
a vacancy
CARPENTER
, suitably
applicants
can
for the occupation
of qualified
WORKER
, suitably
contact
or yousif@aanass.net
qualified17727925
applicants
can contact 33343610
ALTALUF
CONTRACTING & MAINTENANCE
or APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
EST. has a vacancy for the occupation
IKRAM TRADING
CO W.L.L
has a
ofNEWCONSTRUCTION
WORKER
, suitably
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
SALESMAN
qualified applicants can contact 17345944 or
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
MALIKSAGEER@HOTMAIL.COM
66643747
or LAYALIBAHRAIN@
RAMSIS
ENGINEERING
CO. W.L.L has a
GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the occupation of MECHANICAL
Al baasit, suitably
Contracting
Cleaning
HELPER
qualified and
applicants
can
Services
has a vacancy
for the occupation
contact
17830801
or HR@RAMSIS.COM.BH
of
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE
applicants W.L.L
can contact
33319714for the
or
COMPANY
has a vacancy
occupation
of SCAFFOLDER , suitably
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicantsW.L.L
can contact
or
Seven Energy
has a 17532010
vacancy for
jawaheri@aol.com
the occupation of CHEF , suitably qualified
EXCELLENCE
MAINTENANCE
applicants canINDUSTRIAL
contact 17500791
or hr@
COMPANY
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
seven-energy.com
occupation
of Garage
RIGGERhas, asuitably
Bakhsh Auto
vacancyqualified
for the
applicants
17532010
or jawaheri@
occupationcan
of contact
MECHANIC
, suitably
qualified
aol.com
applicants can contact 39469263 or FAME_
BAHZAD
ELECTRICAL & CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
Bru
artisan
hasqualified
a vacancy
for the
LABOURER ,coffee
suitably
applicants
occupation
COFFEE or
SERVER
, suitably
can
contact of17700333
BEHZADCO@
qualified applicants can contact 39455040 or
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
EAGLE
FOR SAFE AND SECURITY W.L.L
ALSABAH
has a vacancy
for the
has
a vacancyTRAVEL
for the occupation
of SECURITY
occupation
of TICKETING
, suitably
GUARD
, suitably
qualifiedCLERK
applicants
can
qualified17270140
applicantsorcan
contact 17229040 or
contact
alialtmimi@yahoo.com
ARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
SEVEN
SEAS DECOR W.L.L has a vacancy
for
ofAIRCONDTION
CARPENTER , suitably
ICEthe occupation
AIR
ERS
qualified
applicants
can has
contact
17243785
or
SPAREPARTS
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the
KARIMFULAIJ@GMAIL.COM
occupation of SALES EXCUTIVE , suitably
TURBO
SERVICES
W.L.L has
a vacancy
qualifiedLITE
applicants
can contact
39606123
or
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can
contact
34561904
or
BAB ALMORAD FRUITS has a vacancy
QABLISERVICESBH@GMAIL.COM
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
ABDULLA
ALHAJARI
&
qualified applicants
canCONTRACTING
contact 39988690
TRADING
has a vacancy for the occupation
or
UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
DIET 39893797
SPOON FOR
HEALTHY FOOD
contact
or NEZAR78@HOTMAIL.
has a vacancy for the occupation of
COM
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably WLL
qualified
ALJAMEEL
CONSTRUCTION
has
canthecontact
33961480
or
aapplicants
vacancy for
occupation
of STEEL
dietspoon@outlook.com
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualified applicants
AL contact
BASEERA
GENERAL
TRADING
can
17213003
or JAMEEL@ALAND CONSTRUCTIONS COMPANY
FAWZ.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation

of WORKER
suitably
applicants
ARLA
FOODS ,W.L.L
has qualified
a vacancy
for the
INFO@
can contactof 37383999
occupation
PURCHASINGor SPECIALIST
,ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17464562
HRBH@ARLAFOODS.COM
AL RFAAHorHOME
FOR FIXING FURNITURE
HUSSAIN
ALOWAINATI
CO. W.L.Lof
CO WLL has
a vacancyHOLDING
for the occupation
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
WORKER
, suitably
qualified applicants
can
,contact
suitably 33668682
qualified applicants
can contact
or FALAH27@
17626977
or hso.alowainati1977@gmail.com
OUTLOOK.COM
SARAYA
W.L.L has
has aa
Geolog CONTRACTORS
Surface LoggingCO.DMCC
vacancy
of MASON
, suitably
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupation
of TECHNICIAN
qualified
contact 17691591
or
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
md@sarayaco.com
17568173
AL ATHRIYA FURNISHING has a vacancy
Litetheworld
marketing
and promotion
for
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the39339088
occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
of WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified
zahraalsafar0@gmail.com
applicants EXCAVATION
can contact 33984439
ALDOOR
& BUILDINGor
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
CONTRACTING
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for
SAMRIYAH
the
occupationCOFFEE
of HEAVYSHOP
DRIVER- ,Bahraini
suitably
Partnership
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
17877246
or
ABOMOHMAD71@HOTMAIL.COM
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
FRONT
SERVICES
W.L.L has a vacancy
contact LINE
36604099
or RED_FLOWER848@
for
the occupation of WORKER , suitably
HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
contact 34561904
or
SIDRA applicants
AYAN canCARGO
HANDLING
FRONTLINESERVICESBH@GMAIL.COM
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the
DANAHT
ALofTAWFEER
COMPANY
has
occupation
WORKER
, suitablyW.L.L
qualified
aapplicants
vacancy for
occupation
of SALESMAN
canthecontact
34175363
or JABAR.,
suitably
qualified applicants can contact 33788881
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
orANOWAR
DANATALTAWFEER@GMAIL.COM
HOSSAIN ISHAQUE
INTERIOR
EMCE MAINTENANCE
& CONSTRUCTION
DECORATION
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
of
occupation of(FORKLIFT)
OFFICE ASSISTANT
suitably
OPERATOR
, suitably ,qualified
qualified applicants
contact 32154088
applicants
can contactcan
17700047
or NOOR@or
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
EMCEBH.COM
DAXX SALON
has a vacancy
Modern
Global Cleaning
Co.W.l.l for
has the
a
occupation
qualified
vacancy
for oftheBARBER
occupation, suitably
of CLEANER
can contact
33881163
,applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
can contactor
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
17211008
or AWALSERV@BATELCO.COM.
BH
Brilliant translation has a vacancy for the
ESMAELY
ELECTRICAL CO.
W.L.L
occupationLENZOHM
of TRANSLATORS
, suitably
has
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
of WELDERor
qualified
applicants
contact 39464921
,HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
suitably qualified applicants can contact
17830909
info@esmaelylenzohm.com
ASAD orREPAIR
OF ELECTRONIC
Car
Spa for Car
WashingW.L.L
and Polishing
has
EQUIPMENT
Company
has a vacancy
aforvacancy
for the occupation
of SUPERVISOR
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
,qualified
suitablyapplicants
qualified can
applicants
can contactor
contact 33201845
39989897
or SELVADO2011@GMAIL.COM
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
Moon Beam Electromechanical Company
DOSORhasCARPENTRY
a vacancy
for
W.L.L.
a vacancy has
for the
occupation
the
occupation
of
CARPENTER
,
suitably
of PROJECTS COORDINATOR , suitably
qualifiedapplicants
applicantscan
cancontact
contact17250913
33110969 oror
qualified
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
MOONBEAMWLL.BH@GMAIL.COM
BU HAWRA
SALEM
CATERING
AL
MARINES
MACHINE KITCHENS
& SPARE
W.L.L has aa vacancy
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupation
PARTS
of
of COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
WORKER
, suitably qualified
applicants
can
applicants
can contact
36888400
or
contact
17404542
or AL.HAWRA.MARINE@
HOTMAIL.COM
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
GOOD
DEAL TRADING
EST has SUPPORT
a vacancy
SHAHARYAR
BAIG FACILITIES
for
occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
CO.theW.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
17742428
or
of HEAVY
DRIVER
, suitably
qualified
reeman@isfahanigroup.com
applicants can contact 33928247
or
MAHDI
AHMED ALI SALMAN - ALSUKOR
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
LAKK
has aINTERIOR
vacancy for DECORATION
the occupation
LIKE -7097
MAKER
ofW.L.L
SEAMAN
qualified
applicants
can
has a, suitably
vacancy
for the
occupation
contact
33331855
or MAHDI9993@LIVE.COM
of
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
Ranyeh a/c and workshop has a vacancy
applicants
can contact
34002030 (AIR-or
for
the occupation
of MECHANIC
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
CONDITIONING)
, suitably qualified applicants
CATIIS
BAHRAIN
has a vacancy for
can
contact
17291474W.L.L
or ranyeh10@gmail.com
the occupation
of SPECIALIST
Inspiron
Contracting
W.L.L has (ANALYSIS
a vacancy
& the
MEASUREMENT)
, suitably , qualified
for
occupation of LABOURER
suitably
applicants
can contact
77081871
qualified
applicants
can contact
33351211 oror
contact@catiisonline.com
INSPIRONCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
FAST FLOW BUILDING
INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L
ALMAHROOS
MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTI
has a vacancy
the occupationof
has a vacancy
for thefor occupation
ofTECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE)
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
can
, suitably
contact
JALMAHROOS@YMAIL.
qualified36226883
applicantsor can
contact 37771467 or
COM
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
POSHAK
FASHIONS
a vacancy
ALNEAMAH
CARGOhasCO.
W.L.L for
hasthea
occupation
, suitably
qualified
vacancy forof theWORKER
occupation
of WORKER
applicants
contact applicants
33937884 can
or nidhami.
, suitably can
qualified
contact
bh@gmail.com
17735363 or NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
ZAHED
MODERN PROPERTIES
W.L.L
Maintenance
hashasa
aBogota
vacancy Building
for the occupation
of WORKER
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
, suitably
qualified applicants can
17466778
or nizam1710@gmail.com
contact
or UMM-HATIM@
Isa
towers33697127
cleaning services
has a vacancy for
OUTLOOK.COM
the
occupation of CLEANER , suitably qualified
ALEJA canFOR
CLEARANCE
OF
applicants
contact 39810659
or ykahmed@
GOVERMMENT TRANSACTIONS has a
yahoo.com
vacancy WELDING
for the occupation
of LABOURER
SUPER
& ALUMINUM
WORK
, suitably
applicants
contact
SHOP
W.L.Lqualified
has a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
of34600299
WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants can
or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
contact
33886033 or SUPERWASPC@GMAIL.COM
YAHOO.COM
ALRAHILA
CONSTRUCTION
ESTa vacancy
has a
NEW MILLENNIUM
SCHOOL has
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
for the occupation
of TEACHER
, suitably
,qualified
suitablyapplicants
qualified can
applicants
can contactor
contact 17272700
33865286
or TAHIR.NAAMDAR@GMAIL.COM
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
Lumiere
beautyALI
salon
has a vacancy
for the)
MOHAMMED
ABDULLA
ALASHIRI
occupation
of BEAUTICIAN
qualified
AMEER ALBEEHAR
( has, suitably
a vacancy
for
applicants
can contact
66666858 or ,JAFFAR.
the occupation
of FISHERMAN
suitably
ALNOSAIF@GMAIL.COM
qualified DONUTS
applicants can
contact
LOFTY
CAFE
has 32202880
a vacancyor
alsaeed4@aol.com
for
the occupation of WAITER , suitably
MOHAMED
HAMAD
AHMED
JASIM
qualified
applicants
can contact
17714174
or
ALJAWDER has a vacancy for the occupation
HBOKHMAS@BATELCO.COM.BH
of WATCHMAN
GUARD
, suitably qualified
MAGABA
GATE / FOR
VEGETABLES
AND
applicants
contact
39459096
FRUITS
has can
a vacancy
for the
occupation ofor
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
SALESMAN
, suitably qualified applicants can
Sayed Kadhem
& sons B.S.c. close
contact
33988884aldurazi
or ali.marhoon1949@gmail.
com
has a vacancy for the occupation of STEEL
Bright
Trip Garage
has qualified
a vacancyapplicants
for the
FABRICATOR
, suitably
occupation
WORKERor, suitably
qualified
can contactof17624116
sayedshubbar@
applicants
can contact 17622653
or
skaldurazi.com
BUHUSAYYEN9@HOTMAIL.COM
Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c.
FAREHA
TRADING
CENTER
has occupation
a vacancy
close has
a vacancy
for the
for
occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably
of the
CLEANER
, suitably
qualified applicants
qualified
applicants
can contact
17700323 or
can contact
17624116
or sayedshubbar@
JAMAL.ALSAEEDI66@GMAIL.COM
skaldurazi.com
ANWAR
ALSADIQ BAKERY has a vacancy for
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi , &suitably
sonsqualified
B.S.c.
the
occupation
of WORKER
close
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
applicants can contact 33703444 or ALI.
of MASON , suitably qualified applicants
ABEDALI1980@HOTMAIL.COM
can contact
or sayedshubbar@
SWEET
CORN17624116
FOODSTUFFS
has a vacancy
skaldurazi.com

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
Sayed
Kadhem aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
for
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
close has
a vacancy
for the 33289904
occupation of
qualified
applicants
can contact
CARPENTER
, suitablyBahrain
qualifiedW.L.L.
applicants
ISS
Global Forwarding
has
acan
vacancy
for 17624116
the occupation
of EXECUTIVE
contact
or sayedshubbar@
EMPLOYEE
, suitably qualified applicants can
skaldurazi.com
contact
or may.jammal@iss-gf.com
DOWN17820100
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
UNIVERSAL
has a vacancy
COMPANY FOUNDATIONS
W.L.L. has a vacancy
for for
the
the
occupationofof STEEL
ELECTRICIAN(BUILDINGS)
occupation
CHIPPER , suitably
,qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can
contact
can contact 17404866
17620673
or SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
EUROPEAN
LOGISTICS CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
DOWN
TOWN
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for the
qualified applicants can contact
16161600
or
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
MUNIRSIDDIQ@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17404866
AVIN FOOD PACKAGING W.L.L has a
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
TOWN applicants
CONSTRUCTION
,DOWN
suitably qualified
can contact
COMPANYor W.L.L.
has a vacancy for the
THATTANTAVADABASHEERHAJI@
39848768
occupation of STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
GMAIL.COM
qualifiedCONSTRUCTION
applicants can contact
GREAT
has a 17404866
vacancy
or the
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
for
occupation of WORKER , suitably
qualified
39669117 or
DOWN applicants
TOWNcan contact
CONSTRUCTION
EDRISIGROUP@HOTMAIL.COM
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
EAGLE
FOR ofSAFECARPENTER
AND SECURITY
W.L.L
occupation
, suitably
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of SECURITY
qualified
applicants
can contact
17404866
GUARD
, suitably qualified applicants can
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
contact
or alialtmimi@yahoo.com
DOWN17270140
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
COMPANY W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
W.L.L
has aof vacancy
for the occupation
occupation
CARPENTER
, suitably
of MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified
qualified can
applicants
can contact
17404866
applicants
contact 17730036
or TCCBN@
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN PASTRIES
TOWN ANDCONSTRUCTION
DELEZIA
SWEETS has a
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a of
vacancy
for the
vacancy
for the
occupation
NUTRITION
occupation of, suitably
CARPENTER
, suitably
TECHNICIAN
qualified applicants
qualified
17404866
can
contactapplicants
38889603canorcontact
DELEZIA.BH@
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
GMAIL.COM
DOWN FOR TOWN
EAGLE
SAFE AND CONSTRUCTION
SECURITY W.L.L
COMPANY
has a vacancy
for the
has
a vacancyW.L.L.
for the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
, suitably
qualified applicants
can
occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
contact
17270140
or alialtmimi@yahoo.com
qualified
applicants
can contact 17404866
Adaa
Building Solutions W.L.L. has a
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy
occupation CONSTRUCTION
of CARPENTER
DOWN for theTOWN
,COMPANY
suitably qualified
can contact
W.L.L. applicants
has a vacancy
for the
17210147
occupationorofADAA.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
Ramada
and Suites
Amwaj17404866
W. L. L
qualified Hotel
applicants
can contact
has
a vacancy for the occupation of TRAINEE
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
MARBLEorRESTORATION
CO. W.L.L has
13600111
mohammed@panoramabh.com
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
SERAX CONTRACTING has ofa WORKER
vacancy
, suitably
qualifiedofapplicants
contact
for
the occupation
CLEANERcan, suitably
17727676
or
aqeel@basma.com.bh
qualified applicants can contact 33697714 or
SECURI CORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the
ALAMALBH84@GMAIL.COM
occupation
of SECURITY
, suitably
TWO
CORNERS
CLEANINGGUARD
CO. W.L.L
has
can contact
17822228
aqualified
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of WORKER
HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
SECURI CORE
W.L.L has a vacancy for
33006769
or ATTOOLY@HOTMAIL.COM
CAPITAL
FALAFEEL
has a vacancy, suitably
for the
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
occupation
of WORKER
suitably17822228
qualified
qualified applicants
can ,contact
applicants
can contact 39461566 or ALor RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
RABEA1964@HOTMAIL.COM
Diamond square contracting has
UNITED
STAR for
TOPULL
Co.W.L.L.of
a vacancy
the CARS
occupation
has
a vacancy for the occupation
HEAVY
MASON(GENERAL)
, suitablyof qualified
DRIVER
qualified
applicants can
36990555
or
applicants, suitably
can contact
contact
66665559 or FADHEL.UNITED@
BUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
URBASER ELEVATORS
BAHRAIN COW.L.L
W.L.Lhas
has aa
SURABHI
vacancy for
for the
the occupation
vacancy
occupation ofof WORKER
FITTER/
, suitably qualified applicants can
contact
REPAIRER(ELEC.ELEVATORS)
, suitably
17534342
or sajilnath@urbaser.com
qualified
applicants
can contact 39760018 or
BIN HAFIZ LINE OFFICE CLEARANCE
VSB_GAJRIA@YAHOO.COM
GOVERNMENT
AlOFKwar
Kitchen W.L.LTRANSACTIONS
has a vacancy for has
the
a vacancy offor KITCHEN
the occupation
of WORKER
occupation
WORKER
, suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
qualified
contact 66669996
or
39445381 or MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
ARAHMAN@CLANPARTNERS.COM
JABEDUR
W.L.L has a
HARLEEN MANAGEMENT
SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING
vacancy
for athe
occupation
WORKERof
W.L.L has
vacancy
for theofoccupation
,WORKER
suitably qualified
can contact
, suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can
38763413
or KM2638452@GMAIL.COM
contact 33615001
or BITTUSANDHU530@
LAND
OF SUN BUILDING MATERIALS has a
GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the
occupation
ACCOUNTANT
MI CASA
W.L.L
has aofvacancy
for the
,occupation
suitably qualified
applicants
can qualified
contact
of WAITER
, suitably
39691941
SUNSHADE.BH@GMAIL.COM
applicantsor can
contact 17713603 or
DHAKA CARGO HANDLING CO BAHRAINI
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy
AWAL
PRINTING ofPRESS
W.L.L.
has a
for
the occupation
WORKER
, suitably
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
SERVICES
qualified
can contactof38800269
or
HELPER , suitably qualified applicants
CR.GULF@GMAIL.COM
can contact WORKS
17292553 TRADING
or AWALPRES@
PRECISE
AND
BATELCO.COM.BH
CONTRACTING
has a vacancy for the
ALMANARATAIN
BLOCK
& CONCRETE
occupation
of MASON
, suitably
qualified
FACTORY has
the occupation
applicants
can a vacancy
contact for
37705060
or
of PAINTER , suitably qualified applicants
PRECISE.WORKS@HOTMAIL.COM
DAWN
EXPRESS
CARGOorCO.ALSHAAB@
W.L.L has
can contact
17590097
aBATELCO.COM.BH
vacancy for the occupation of PORTER
,FARFASHA
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
TRADING
CENTRE
has a
17292334
or the
AWADHI6656@GMAIL.COM
vacancy for
occupation of SALESMAN
JAVED
MALIK applicants
HOLDING can
COMPANY
, suitably& qualified
contact
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation of
39414663
or for
FARFASHA_10@
LABOURER
, suitably qualified applicants can
HOTMAIL.COM
contact
or DJAVAID@HOTMAIL.COM
BRC 13107870
WELDMESH
(GULF) W.L.L. has a
GOLD DUST CLEANING SERVICES W.L.L
vacancy
for
the
of BLACKSMITH
has a vacancy foroccupation
the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
,(GENERAL)
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
can contact
or abdulla-2111@
66727555
or 17180366
GOLDDUST.BH@GMAIL.COM
hotmail.com
QASR
ALSHABAB CO. W.L.L has a vacancy
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
for
the occupation
of SALESMANCOMPANY
, suitably
W.L.L
a vacancy
for the33244082
occupation
qualifiedhas
applicants
can contact
or
of MASON(GENERAL) , suitably qualified
QAMARSHB@GMAIL.COM
applicants
can contact
Baba
Link Construction
has a17730036
vacancy for theor
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
occupation
of MASON(GENERAL) , suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact 17720304
or
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
EBSHARIF@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
Smart
Homeco construction
of CARPENTER
(GENERAL) company
, suitably
w.l.l
has applicants
a vacancy can
for the
occupation
of
qualified
contact
17730036
MANAGER
(MARKETING) , suitably qualified
or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
applicants
can CONSTRUCTION
contact 37772318 COMPANY
or INFO.
TECHNICAL
RUWADALBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
NASS
WORKERMECHANICAL
, suitably qualifiedCONTRACTING
applicants can
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
contact
17730036
or TCCBN@BATELCO.
occupation of TECHNICIAN
(INSTRUMENT)
,COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
Ramees orLocal
ironing has a vacancy
17725522
yousif@aanass.net
for
the occupation
of W.L.L
LAUNDERER/
FALAFELPIE
RESTURANT
has a
PRESSER(GENERAL) , suitably qualified

vacancy
for thecan
occupation
CHEF , suitablyor
applicants
contactof 17775189
qualified
applicants can contact 33255601 or
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
FALAFELPIEBH@GMAIL.COM
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
&
ALASHOOR
EXPRESS
CARGO
has afor
ENGINEERING
SERVI has
a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of HEAVY DRIVER
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can17729935
contact
can contact
66666588
or
kumail.deals@yahoo.com
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
RAOUF CONTRACTING EST. has a vacancy
forPANORAMA
the occupation ofCONTRACTING
PAINTER , suitably&
ENGINEERING
SERVI
has17784497
a vacancy
qualified applicants can contact
or
for the occupation of RIGGER , suitably
raouf@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17729935
DURRAT
RESORT
MANAGEMENT
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
BOKHOWA
& TRADING
occupation
of CONTRACTING
CLEANER , suitably
qualified
GROUP can
W.L.L
has77777070
a vacancy
the
applicants
contact
or for
gosi@
occupation of WORKER , suitably qualified
DRM.BH
applicants TOURISM
can contact
17255980
SOUTHERN
COMPANY
B S Cor
has
a vacancy for the occupation of SEAMAN
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
, BOKHOWA
suitably qualified
applicants can
contact
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
17840461
s.antony@southerntourismbh.com
GROUPor W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
DOMA
TISSUE
a vacancy , forsuitably
the
occupation
of has
CARPENTER
occupation
of MACHINE
OPERATOR
,
qualified applicants
can contact
17255980
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
33131413
INFO@Domadw.COM
TOWER orMARKETING
& CONTRACTING
GULF
SERVICES
- TOOLTEKof
W.L.LTECHNICAL
has a vacancy
for the occupation
- W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation
qualified applicants
applicants
ofPLUMBER
WORKER, , suitably
suitably qualified
can contact
contact 17830038
17742427 oror alburj@batelco.
can
BEENA.B@
com.bh
ALSAADPROJECTS.COM
ALKARAR
TRADING EST.-PARTNERSHIP
HAVITY
CONSTRUCTION
OF BUILDINGS has a vacancy
for theCOMPANY
occupationhasof
BAHRAINI
PARTNERSHIP
, suitably
qualified
a STOREKEEPER
vacancy for the occupation
of WORKER
can contact
, applicants
suitably qualified
applicants17232282
can contactor
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
36663438
or faqeerhussain1982@gmail.com
ANWAR BINTAILORING
HIJJI CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L
COLOMBIA
has a vacancy
forhasthea vacancy
occupation
of occupation
TAILOR of
, suitably
for the
MASON
qualified
applicants
contact 17268333
or
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
aaziz020@gmail.com
17340947 or M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE
ANWAR BIN
HIJJI CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
has for
a vacancy
for theof
W.L.L has W.L.L
a vacancy
the occupation
occupation
LABOURER
, suitably
WORKER ,ofsuitably
qualified applicants
can
qualified
can contact
17532010 or
contactapplicants
17340947
or M.BINHIJJI@
jawaheri@aol.com
GMAIL.COM
Swiss International Palace Hotel has a
ALKOMED
SERVICES
vacancy
for theENGINEERING
occupation of SECURITY
CO., suitably
has a vacancy
for the occupation
MAN
qualified applicants
can contactof
FOREMAN
, suitably qualified applicants
17224266
or hhaji@alezzelpower.com
can contact 17698500
or ALKOMED@
BAHRAIN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BATELCO.COM.BH
COMPANY
(BATELCO) B.S.C. has a vacancy
CONTRACTING
forALSHAHEEN
the occupation of SPECIALIST
, suitably
ESTABLISHMENT
vacancy orfor
qualified
applicants can has
contacta 17885503
the occupation of LABOURER , suitably
talent.acquisition@btc.com.bh
qualified applicants
canhascontact
17683576
ALGHANAH
ALUMINUM
a vacancy
for the
occupation
of PROJECTS COORDINATOR
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
, Hassani
suitably qualified
applicants
Construction
has cana contact
vacancy
17722333
or info@alghanah.com
for the occupation
of MASON , suitably
DAR
KHALEEJ
TRADING
&
qualifiedALapplicants
can contact
39633212
CONTRACTING
.WLL has a vacancy for
or T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
theNATIONAL
occupationEXCAVATING
of CARPENTER
, suitably
EST. W.L.L
has
qualified
applicants
contact 17292851
or
a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
of SHOVEL
SHRIFAHMADI@GMAIL.COM
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants
URBASER BAHRAIN CO W.L.L has a
can contact
vacancy
for the17621168
occupation orof NEEWLL@
WORKER
, BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ADISON AUTO
ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP
17534342
or sajilnath@urbaser.com
has a vacancy
for thefor the
occupation
Rendezvous
has a vacancy
occupationof
qualified
applicants
can
ofWORKER
CLEANER, suitably
(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
contactcan
33009736
or bu-khalid-@
applicants
contact 17258900
or karima@
hotmail.com
cineco.net
NajedaTAILORING
restauranthas
hasaavacancy
vacancyforforthe
the
DOMA
occupationofof TAILOR
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
occupation
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
39009096
or
qualified applicants
can contact
17643510
MAZINFAKHROO@GMAIL.COM
or AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
EXCELLENCE
INDUSTRIAL
MAINTENANCE
AGRO FLORA
has a vacancy
for the
COMPANY
a vacancy, for
the
occupationW.L.L
of has
GARDENER
suitably
occupation
of WELDER
suitably 39453393
qualified
qualified applicants
can, contact
applicants
can contact 17532010
or
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
jawaheri@aol.com
AHMED
ISA
CONTRACTING
AL-NAMAL
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
for the
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation
occupation
of
SURVEYOR
, suitably
of ELECTRICIAN , suitably qualified applicants
qualified
17552234
can
contactapplicants
17251444can orcontact
NAMALCO@
or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
MOHAMMEDINDUSTRIAL
ALI HASAN
TRANSPORT
EXCELLENCE
MAINTENANCE
has a vacancy
for athevacancy
occupation
COMPANY
W.L.L has
for theof
DRIVER , suitably
qualified applicants
can
occupation
of
LABOURER
, suitably
contactapplicants
39468891canorcontact
ALI_MOHAMED@
qualified
17532010 or
BAPCO.NET
jawaheri@aol.com
SEVENTIES
KARAK hasCO.a W.L.L
vacancy
EET
FRESH RESTAURANT
has afor
vacancy
for the occupation
of CHEF , suitably
the occupation
of WORKER
suitably
qualified
cancan
contact
39111313
or
qualifiedapplicants
applicants
contact
17578287
INFO@BOXITBH.COM
or KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMMED
has afor
SEVENTIES JALAL
KARAK CATERING
has a vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of DRAFTSMAN
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can17578287
contact
can contact
17536956
or RASHID_BUALI@JALAL.COM
or AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
Sayed
KadhemGROUP
aldurazi
& has
sonsa vacancy
B.S.c.
ALGHANAH
W.L.L
close
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
for theDRIVER
occupation
of qualified
TEAM applicants
LEADERof ,
HEAVY
, suitably
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@
17722333 or info@alghanah.com
skaldurazi.com
ALGHANAH
GROUP W.L.L
a vacancy
NEW
JUMBO WORKSHOP
hashas
a vacancy
for
the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
, suitably
theforoccupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
qualified can
applicants
can contactor 17722333
applicants
contact 17251721
INFO@
or info@alghanah.com
JUMBOGOLD.COM
MUSE CLOTHES
vacancyforforthe
the
CTM360
W.L.L hashasa avacancy
occupationof ofCOMPUTER
SALESMAN
, suitably
occupation
PROGRAMMER
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
can17533272
contact
can contact
77360360
or ASRAR@ITMATRIX.COM
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
ALBEAUTIFUL
JAZEERA SECURITY
CO. W.L.L hasAND
a
KIDS GARMENTS
vacancy
for the has
occupation
of SECURITY
TAILORING
a vacancy
for the
GUARD
, suitably
applicants
can
occupation
of qualified
SALESMAN
, suitably
contact
32242444
or info@jssbahrain.com
qualified
applicants
can contact 17344840
Grand
Swiss -Bel Hotel W.L.L has a vacancy
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
forALMADHIF
the occupation of RESTAURANT
SUPERVISOR , suitably
has
qualified
applicantsforcan the
contact 33337783 or
a
vacancy
ALMUTAWA848@GMAIL.COMoccupation of
COOK(GENERAL)
suitably (W.L.L)
qualified
NASS
CONTRACTING, COMPANY
applicants
17877002
has
a vacancycan
for contact
the occupation
of STEELor
middleeastaluminium@gmail.com
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualified applicants
AHMED
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
can
contact 17727925
or yousif@aanass.net
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L. has
ALABRAAJ
RESTAURANT
W.L.L a
vacancy
for the occupation
DRAFTSMAN
has
a vacancy
for the ofoccupation
of
, suitably qualified ,applicants
contact
COOK(GENERAL)
suitably canqualified
17784584 or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

applicants
38700027 or OFFICE@
AHMEDcan contact
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
AL-ABRAAJ.COM
CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy
MUDHAFFARI
ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTING
for the occupation
of PAINTER
, suitably
EST.
has aapplicants
vacancy for
occupation
of
qualified
canthe
contact
17784584
ACCOUNTANT
, suitably qualified applicants
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
can
34089625
or MAMUDHAFFARI@
ALcontact
MANAR
BAKERIES
has a vacancy
QCHEM.COM.QA
for the occupation of DRIVER , suitably
PALACE
CO. W.L.L
has aor
qualifiedELECTRONICS
applicants can contact
66333346
vacancy
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
AL HANADI
TELEPHONE CABINS
17261131
or ADEL4013@GMAIL.COM
SERVICES
has a vacancy
CITY
GATE GENTS
SALONforhastheaoccupation
vacancy
, suitably
qualified, applicants
foroftheWORKER
occupation
of WORKER
suitably
can contact
39458176
or ALITAQADUM@
qualified
applicants
can contact
33464614 or
YAHOO.COM
CITYGATEDOC@GMAIL.COM
ALJUNAID
TOOLS and
has Iron
a vacancy
Ayedh
alkaabiFISHES
for Aluminium
has
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
a for
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
can contactcan
39606062
, qualified
suitably applicants
qualified applicants
contactor
17874189
or ALKABIWORKS@GMAIL.COM
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
ALBahrain
QASSMAElectromechanical
CONSTRUCTION has
a vacancy
Services
Co.
forW.L.L.
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitablyof
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
contact 39875848
MASONapplicants
, suitablycanqualified
applicants or
can
HAJI.QADEER@HOTMAIL.COM
contact 39940152 or BEMCO@BATELCO.
NEW
SABAR ALAYOOBI REASTURANT has
COM.BH
a Bahrain
vacancy for
the occupation ofServices
WORKER
Electromechanical
Co.
, W.L.L.
suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
contactof
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
34039246
or
ALIAYOOB323807@GMAIL.
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants
COM
can contact
39940152
or BEMCO@
Eyes
of Istanbul
company
bahraini
BATELCO.COM.BH
partnership
company has a vacancy for
ALAHWAL
TRADING
has
a
vacancy
the occupation of SALESMAN , suitablyfor
the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicantsofcanELECTRICIAN
contact 34147608
or
qualified applicants can contact 17241049 or
HAMOUCH1984@GMAIL.COM
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
BIKES
299 has a vacancy for the occupation
LAND HELPER
CAFETERIA
has aqualified
vacancy
of ZINGER
MECHANICAL
, suitably
for the can
occupation
of WAITER
, suitably
applicants
contact 36622559
or sweet2j@
hotmail.com
qualified applicants can contact 17650350
MOHAMED
MUSTAFA SHARIF
ALI
FLORA HAFIZ
CONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
INTERIOR
DECORATION
vacancy
for
SERVICES
has a vacancyhasforathe
occupation
theof occupation
SALES qualified
AGENT ,applicants
suitably
WORKERof, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contactor32254550
or
can contact
17623882
accounts@
MBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
florabh.com
HAPPY
W.L.L has aCOMPANY
vacancy
DOWNHOME
TOWNTRADING
CONSTRUCTION
forW.L.L.
the occupation
of ACCOUNTANT
, suitablyof
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants
can contact
35607602
or
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
SHKIQBAL@HOTMAIL.COM
can
contact
17404866
or
DOWNTOWN@
ASFI CONTRACTING has a vacancy for
theBATELCO.COM.BH
occupation of CLEANER , suitably
DOWNapplicants
TOWN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
qualified
can contact 17777355
or
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of
ALDARALKHALIDAH@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
MOMTAZ
BAIKAM
HUSAINqualified
KHAN KHAN
has
contact
17404866
or ofDOWNTOWN@
a can
vacancy
for the
occupation
SALESMAN
, BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
33468977
or SABEEHA100@YAHOO.COM
North
Contracting
a vacancyof
has Bahrain
a vacancy
for the hasoccupation
forLABOURER
the occupation
of MASON
suitably
, suitably
qualified , applicants
qualified
applicants17727925
can contact 37797176
or
can contact
or yousif@
NBCONTRACTING@HOTMAIL.COM
aanass.net
Eastern
& Mixed Concrete
Co. (W.L.L)
W.L.L
NASS Asphalt
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
has
for the occupation
of WORKERof
hasa vacancy
a vacancy
for the occupation
, LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
can applicants
contact
, suitably
qualified
17252078
or S.RADHI@EAMCO.BH
can contact
17727925 or yousif@
ALGHANAH
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy
foraanass.net
the occupation of ELECTRICIAN , suitably
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
qualified applicants can contact
17722333
or
has a vacancy for the occupation of
info@alghanah.com
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified applicants
DAR
ALMAWARID
CONTRACTING,
REAL
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
STATE
CO. W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
aanass.net
occupation
of LABOURER , suitably qualified
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
applicants
can contact 36366138
or Badr@
has a vacancy for the occupation of
daralmawarid.com
LABOURERFOUNDATIONS
, suitably qualified
UNIVERSAL
has a applicants
vacancy
forcan
the occupation
of HEAVYorDRIVER
, suitably
contact 17727925
yousif@aanass.
qualified
net applicants can contact 17620673 or
SKDGRPCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
Ekmal
has a Alkhaleejiah
vacancy for for
the Management
occupation of
W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for qualified
the occupation
of
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
MARKETING
EXECUTIVE
, suitably
qualified
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
applicants
can contact 17713716 or isa@
aanass.net
alsharfaholdings.com
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
AL-NAMAL
CONTRACTING
&occupation
TRADING
hasW.L.L
a vacancy
for the
CO.
has a vacancy
for the
occupationof
LABOURER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
of MASON , suitably qualified applicants
can
can contact
or yousif@
contact
17251444 17727925
or NAMALCO@BATELCO.
aanass.net
COM.BH
NASS SHINE
CONTRACTING
MAGIC
CLEANINGCOMPANY
CO. W.L.L(W.L.L)
has
a vacancy
for the ofoccupation
a has
vacancy
for the occupation
WORKERof
, suitably
qualified
, LABOURER
suitably qualified
applicants
can applicants
contact
can contact
17727925 or yousif@
17345051
or MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
aanass.net
Ever
Fine Trading W.L.L has a vacancy
forNASS
the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
qualified
has aapplicants
vacancycanforcontact
the 17227206
occupation orof
GEEPASBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
AL-NAMAL
CONTRACTING
can contact
17727925 &or TRADING
yousif@
CO.
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
aanass.net
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified has
applicants
can
ALMOAYYED
SECURITY
a vacancy
contact
or NAMALCO@BATELCO.
for the17251444
occupation
of SECURITY GUARD
COM.BH
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
Secure
Me or
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the
17400407
ameer@almoayyedcg.com
occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD , suitably
ALMOAYYED
a vacancy
qualified
applicantsSECURITY
can contacthas
17749697
or
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD
secure.me@live.com
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
HANOVER CONTRACTING has a vacancy for
the17400407
occupationorofameer@almoayyedcg.com
HEAVY DRIVER , suitably
DREAMapplicants
PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
qualified
can contact
33994476 CO.
or
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
KHALID111@GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
CLERK , suitably
qualified
SANGEETHA
RESTAURANT
DELIGHTS
applicants
contactfor17700211
or HRD@
W.L.L
has acan
vacancy
the occupation
of
CASHIER
, suitably qualified applicants can
DREAMGROUP.BH
contact
17272768
or DEVELOPMENT
BABUALRAFEEQ@
DREAM
PROPERTY
CO.
GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
CINE
CAFE has a vacancy
the occupation
MAINTENANCE
CLERK for
, suitably
qualified
of applicants
WAITERcan
, suitably
qualified applicants
contact 17700211
or HRD@
can
contact 36662332 or BASTAKI_88@
DREAMGROUP.BH
HOTMAIL.COM
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy
ALMOAYYED
INDUSTRIAL
CONTRACTING
for the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
AND
MAINTENANCE
SERVICES
W.L.L
has
qualified
applicants
can
contact
39188855
a vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
or
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
GMAIL.COM
38888838
or alihassan@almoayyedintl.com.bh
POWER
TECHhasDEVELOPMENT
QUITO
SALON
a vacancy for W.L.L
the
has a vacancy
for ,thesuitably
occupation
occupation
of BARBER
qualifiedof
MECHANICAL
suitably qualified
applicants
can FITTER
contact ,17780077
or
applicants can contact 39279042 or
ARGUELLOS@YAHOO.COM
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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17786500
careers@kcbahrain.com
or a.a.qarata.bh@gmail.com
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c. gulfhotelbahrain.com
AHMED
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
of WORKER
, suitably qualified applicants TECHNICIAN
, suitably
qualified
applicants
applicants can contact 17775189 or ALI.RADHI31999@GMAIL.COM
vacancy fororthe
occupation of LABOURER 39699957
COOL TRADING
has a
CIRCLE
SERVICES
has Security
Consulting W.L.L has a vacancy for BAHRAIN
Solutions
Co. W.L.L.orhas aINFO@
vacancy can
closecontact
has a vacancy
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L.W.L.L
has a vacancy
37383999
can contact
17239393for the
or occupation
HR.GCT@of Bdo
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
, suitablyINTEGRATED
qualified applicants
canW.L.L
contact
the occupation
of SALESMAN
a17722211
vacancy fororthe INDECO@BATELCO.
occupation of CLEANER for
occupation of CONSULTANT
, suitably& vacancy
the occupation of SECURITY GUARD GCTBAHRAIN.COM
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants the
for the for
occupation
of PAINTER
, suitably
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
, qualified
suitably qualified
can 17784584
contact
, suitably qualified applicants can ,ALsuitably
applicantsSERVI
can contact
applicants
can contact Ever
Fine Trading
W.L.L
has a vacancy qualified
Riffa Cars Showroom W.L.L has a vacancy (GENERAL)
can contact
17624116
or sayedshubbar@
applicantsapplicants
can contact
RFAAH qualified
HOME FOR
FIXING FURNITURE
ENGINEERING
has a17530077
vacancy orfor 39785177
COM.BH
BISMILLAH
CONTRACTING
&TRADING
or IRSHAD.ANNANCGS@GMAIL.COM
17822218 or INFO@CIRCLE.BH
JAWAD.HABIB@BDO.BH
66393120
or aGOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
,
suitably
for the occupation
of OFFICE
BOY / contact
skaldurazi.com
or
INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
CO
WLL
has
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably Isa towers cleaning services has a vacancy
THREE COLOURS
BUILDING
MATERIALS
CO
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
occupation
OVERSEAS
PRIVATE
LIMITED EDINBURGH
Cleaning
& Maintenance
CONSTRUCTION
has a vacancy
17227206 or Abdulaal
FARRASH
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can PARSAN
DOWN applicants
TOWNcan contact
CONSTRUCTION
AL MANAR BAKERIES
has a, suitably
vacancy
WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants
can qualified
qualified applicants
can contact
17729935
W.L.L has
forCOMPANY
the occupation
of CLEANER
BRANCH
OF aAvacancy
FOREIGN
has for the occupation of MASON , suitably GEEPASBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
ofcontact
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants -CO
Company
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for forforthetheoccupation
33509002
or qualified
RIFFACARSWLL@
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
DRIVER
,
suitably
contact
33668682
or
FALAH27@
or
AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
of
SALESMAN
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
qualified
applicants
can
contact
39810659
or
occupation of CLEANER , suitably
applicants can contact 39274827 or MONSTERWICHES
can
contact 17874941 or BISCONWLL@ a vacancy for the occupation of ENGINEER qualified
BURGER
has a, vacancy
GMAIL.COM
occupation of STEEL
CHIPPER
suitably the
qualified applicants can contact 66333346 or
OUTLOOK.COM
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
contactqualified
38076373applicants
or MJ.GROUP.BH@
suitably
can contact ALQATTANSERVICE@GMAIL.COM
contact 17404101 or& ykahmed@yahoo.com
qualified
applicants can
YAHOO.COM
for
the
occupation
of
COOK(GENERAL)
HABSON ROCKS W.L.L. has a vacancy ,can
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
Geolog SHINE
SurfaceCLEANING
Logging CO.
DMCC
hashasa qualified applicants can contact 17404866 SMALACME@GMAIL.COM
ENGINEERING SERVI has a vacancy TANVEER
GMAIL.COM
AND M S W.L.L has a vacancy for
or CBABU@PARSAN.BIZ
MAGIC
W.L.L
BISMILLAH
CONTRACTING
&TRADING
,orsuitably
qualified applicants can contact
for the occupation
of SALESMAN
, suitably 17514495
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALoccupation
HANADI
TELEPHONE
CABINS
vacancy
forforthethe
occupation
of ofTECHNICIAN
for
the
occupation
of
RIGGER
,
suitably
SHIFA
BUDAIYA
MEDICAL
CENTER
the
of HEAVY
DRIVER , suitably
AL
JAZEERA
SECURITY
CO.
W.L.L
has
PROTECTS
SECURITY
SERVICES
has
a
a
vacancy
occupation
CLEANER
33995542
or
monsterwiches.bh@gmail.com
CO
W.L.Lapplicants
has a vacancy
for the33382882
occupation
qualified
can contact
or
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
qualified
applicants
can
contact
37184425
or
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17729935
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
SECURITY
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
SECURITY
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
Om yousif for Translation And clearing
ofhasgroupbahrain@gmail.com
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants
COMPANY has
W.L.L.
has aforvacancy
for the GUARD
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
17568173or MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
WORKER, ,suitably
suitablyqualified
qualified applicants
applicants can 17345051
, suitably qualified applicants can PKTANVEER813@GMAIL.COM
documents
a vacancy
the occupation
OLIVE
HOTEL
has aor vacancy
for the GUARD
can
contact
17874941
BISCONWLL@
, suitably contact
can contact
39458176
or ALITAQADUM@
Lite world
marketing
andhaspromotion
NISAR
Construction
of buildings
Solutions
Co. W.L.L.
a vacancy ofoccupation
17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
& TRADING MARIYAM
contact 32242444
39425758 oror info@jssbahrain.com
ABUTTY.KILIYANNI@ Security
WORKERof , STEEL
suitably CHIPPER
qualified applicants
occupation of COOK(GENERAL) , suitably contact
YAHOO.COM
qualified
applicants
can
contact 17404866 GREAT
YAHOO.COM
W.L.L
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
has
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER
CHUNILAL
PURUSHOTTAM
&
CO.
has
a
for
the
occupation
of
SECURITY
GUARD
CONSTRUCTION
has
a
vacancy
GROUP
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
for
the
GMAIL.COM
can
contact
36303304
or
WLDONECONT@
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17251444
or
MOHD
ALI
YOUSIF
ALMEZAL vacancy for the occupation of WORKER of WORKER(SALES) , suitably qualified or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified
cana contact
FISHESapplicants
TOOLS has
vacancy
foroccupation
the occupation
of CLEANER
of WORKER
, suitably, suitably
qualified , ALJUNAID
LAND Restaurant W.L.L has a vacancy , suitably qualified applicants can contact GMAIL.COM
NAMALCO@BATELCO.COM.BH
CONSTRUCTION&SER
B.S.C.C has a ,Grill
or MNCONSTRUCTION39@
qualified of
applicants
contact 66393120
DOWN
TOWNAHMEDCONSTRUCTION
for the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
applicants orcan
contact 33984439
or ABDULFATAH
GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
applicants
contact17255980
39669117 oror 34038382
MOHAMED qualified
applicants
can can
contact
forsuitably
the occupation
WAITERcan, suitably
Polaris
International
Management
vacancy for the occupation of CARPENTER 17210738
GMAIL.COM
or can contact
CHIRAG@PATELcar care items and spare part has KHONJI
COMPANY
W.L.L.
has a has
vacancy
for the EDRISIGROUP@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified applicants can contact 39606062 or
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
REAL
ESTATE
a vacancy
Foreign
Branch
has qualified applicants
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
77907777 6speed
,Consulting
suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
ALFIYA
SWEET WATER AND ICE has a
CONSTRUCTION.COM
aSAMRIYAH
vacancy forCOFFEE
the occupation
DRIVER for
CONTRACTING
&& TRADING
occupation
of STEEL
CHIPPER ,, suitably
suitably AL-NAMAL
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
SHOP of- Bahraini
the
occupation
of
WORKER
a17730437
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
TRADING
or
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
vacancy
the occupation of Services
WORKER
ETERNAL
MEMORY
SERVICES
W.L.L
has ,Partnership
suitably qualified
applicants
contact qualified
W.L.L has
a vacancy
forvacancy
the occupation
qualifiedapplicants
applicantscancan
contact
17404866
BahrainforElectromechanical
Co.
has a vacancy
for thecan
occupation
contact
33888406
or CO.
PROGRAMMER(COMPUTER)
,
suitably
GROUP
W.L.L
has
a
for
the
Grill
LAND
Restaurant
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
ALADLIYA
CONTRACTING
, W.L.L.
suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
contactof
for the occupation
of WORKER
36688199
or ,Y8986Z@HOTMAIL.COM
ofoccupation
LABOURERof, suitably
qualified applicants
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
qualified applicants can contact
66944922 or aforvacancy
of WORKER
suitably qualified applicants can ABUFIZAN313@GMAIL.COM
CARPENTER
,
suitably
the
occupation
of
KITCHEN
AIDE
,
ESTABLISHMENT
has
a
vacancy
for
the
33043118
or
AGILEBH7@GMAIL.COM
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
BEST CONSTRUCTIONS
W.L.L VIBRANT
contactapplicants
17251444can orcontact
NAMALCO@
has a vacancy for can
maher@polaris-tek.com
DOWN SERVICES
TOWN W.L.LCONSTRUCTION
MASON , suitably qualified applicants can
contactAND
36604099
or RED_FLOWER848@
qualified
17255980 SADAQ
suitably qualified
applicants can contact FIRST
occupation
of WORKER
suitably qualified
ALWAD orSANDWICHES
AND
or 89265667678@MAIL.RU
has
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER the
occupationW.L.L.
of SECURITY
MAN , suitably
ARCAL W.L.L
has a , vacancy
for the 35052764
COMPANY
has a vacancy
for the BATELCO.COM.BH
contact 39940152
BEMCO@BATELCO.
HOTMAIL.COM
or
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
77907777
or
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
SHAWRMA
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
applicants
contact , 39602882
or Havelock One Interiors WLL has a vacancy ,SIDRA
suitably AYAN
qualified CARGO
applicants can
contact
AL
ABRAAJ
RESTAURANTS
GROUP
W.L.L
qualified
applicants
can
contact
17615858
or
occupation ofcanWORKER
suitably qualified
HANDLING occupation of CARPENTER , suitably TOWER MARKETING & CONTRACTING ofCOM.BH
ZAFEER
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L, suitably
has a 17785131 or FIRSTANDBC@GMAIL.COM
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can
the occupation
of CARPENTER
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of WAITER
applicants can contact 17701900 or hrd@ for
qualified applicants can contact 17404866 has
Bahrain
Electromechanical
Services Co.
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the JALALEBRAHIM@GMAIL.COM
a vacancy
for the occupation
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
39988946
or h_a_alasboai@Hotmail.Com
can contact
17832030 or ROYAL
FALCON CONSTRACTION CO. W.L.L MALAYALEES
suitablyhasqualified
applicants
can contactof contact
NASS
GENTS SALON has a , W.L.L
arcal.bizCONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) qualified
or
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L.
has
a vacancyhas
for the
occupationforof
occupation
of
WORKER
,
suitably
qualified
PLUMBER
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
contact
WESTON
CLEANING
a
vacancy
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com.biz
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
WORKER
38700027
or
OFFICE@AL-ABRAAJ.COM
has
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
MASON
vacancy
occupation
of BARBER
Vega International Service Wll has a
DOWN for the
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
CARPENTER
,ofsuitably
qualified, applicants
applicants
can
contactapplicants
34175363 can
or JABAR.
can
contact
17742427
or
alburj@batelco.
39339937
or
ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
the
occupation
WORKER
suitably
Real
Value
Contracting
WLL
has
a
vacancy
,
suitably
qualified
contact
TEP
BUILD
MART
W.L.L
has
a
vacancy
,vacancy
suitably forqualified
applicantsofcanWORKER
contact
,COMPANY
suitably qualified
can contact
the occupation
W.L.L. applicants
has a vacancy
for the forcom.bh
can contact
39940152
BEMCO@
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
HASSAN
JASIMof CONSTRUCTION
CO. 17250162
applicants
can contactor38034111
or
the occupation
SCAFFOLDER , suitably
or M.ALKHALIFA1@HOTMAIL.COM
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W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
has a vacancy for the occupation of STEEL TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
TAILORING
has 29-aSubmerged
vacancy
22- Super Bowl III MVP; 24- Weight; 26- Legal rights
org.; 27- Nuisances;
to the for the
, suitably qualified applicants can contact qualified applicants can contact 39606123 or FABRICATOR , suitably qualified applicants TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified
mid-leg; 33- Mother of Isaac;
34- Burrow; 35- He
sang about Alice;
36- Calendar
abbr.; 37- Piece
of
occupation
of
SALESMAN
,
suitably
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
17822161 or INFO@PWCBH.COM
38- Make
point; 39- Type of school
or cook;applicants
41- Treater’s words;
42Satisfies;17344840
44vacancy
for another
the occupation
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@ W.L.L has a poetry;
qualified
can
contact
BAB
ALMORAD
FRUITS
has
a
vacancy
OTSEN SERVICES COMPANY W.L.L has
Difficulty(GENERAL)
in speech articulation;
46- Delivers a verdict?; 47- Env. notation; 48- Traditional passedof CARPENTER
, suitably
DREAMGROUP.BH
skaldurazi.com
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER for the occupation of WORKER , suitably Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. qualified applicants
down knowledge; 49- Eye membrane; 52- Decorative
flap on a garment; 53- Get one’s ducks in ___;
can contact 17730036
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING has a vacancy
57- Bunches; 58- Whiskey type; 60- Roused; 61-ALMADHIF
Construction locale; 62-RESTAURANT
Division of a long poem; has
, suitably qualified applicants can contact qualified applicants can contact 39988690 close has a vacancy for the occupation or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
for the occupation of WORKER , suitably
a
vacancy
for
the
occupation
of
or
UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
63Pervasive
quality;
64Tailless
amphibian;
65Briefcase
closer;
66Age
unit;
17227206 or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
of CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants TECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified qualified applicants can contact 39188855
DIET
SPOON
FOR
HEALTHY
FOOD
GMAIL.COM
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@ W.L.L has a vacancy
Downfor the occupation of applicants can contact 17877002 or or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
PLAY RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE has a vacancy for the occupation of skaldurazi.com
WORKER , suitably
qualified
applicants
can3- Baby’smiddleeastaluminium@gmail.com
GMAIL.COM
1- First name
in country;
2- Starting;
cry; 4- Secretly; 5- Detestable; 6- Easy wins; 7W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified Sayed Kadhem aldurazi & sons B.S.c. contact 17730036
TCCBN@BATELCO.
POWER TECH DEVELOPMENT W.L.L
Dosageorabbr.;
8- Bishopric; 9- Group of islands
in the Atlantic; 10-MOHAMMED
Author Seton; 11- RussianJASSIM
no;
AHMED
applicants
can
contact
33961480
or
of
MANAGER , suitably qualified
12- Morse element; 15- Genuine; 23- Malt beverage;
25- High degree; 26-CO.
Licorice-like
flavoring;
has a vacancy for the occupation of
close has a vacancy for the occupation COM.BH
CONSTRUCTION
W.L.L.
has
a
dietspoon@outlook.com
applicants can contact 16666661 or ajit@
move;
28- Great
Lakes tribesmen; 29- Destiny; 30- Sister of Calliope; 31- Born
ironing
has
a vacancy
How to playGENERAL TRADING of MASON , suitably qualified applicants Ramees Local27- Fencing
vacancy
for
the occupation
ofrevolutionary
DRAFTSMAN MECHANICAL FITTER , suitably qualified
AL BASEERA
sevensholding.com
before,
senior
churchman;
32Seed
containers;
33Dirty
Harry’s
org.;
34Russian
Place a number in the empty boxes in such
of LAUNDERER/
applicants can contact 39279042 or
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@ for the occupation
, growth;
suitably42- qualified
applicants
COMPANY
leader; 37- Galvanic;
40- Put in the ground for
Big ___; 43- Passage
betweencan
build-contact
New Line Retail Enterprises W.L.L has a AND a CONSTRUCTIONS
way that each row across, each
column
PRESSER(GENERAL)
, suitably
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
skaldurazi.com
ings; 45- Consumed,
usuallyqualified
food; 46- Change
employers frequently;
48- Goes the distance;
17784584
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
W.L.L has
thecontains
occupation
down aandvacancy
each 9-boxfor
square
all

VACANCIES
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
CONTINUED
AVAILABLE

Jennifer
Lawrence got
‘high’ while
shooting for
‘Don’t Look Up’

Salma Hayek receives star on
Hollywood Walk of Fame

A

A

Keanu Reeves wants to join Marvel Cinematic
Universe, says ‘it would be an honour’

H

of the numbers from one to nine.

49- Support for a broken limb; 50- Potpourri; 51- Roster; 52- Ike’s ex; 54- Libertine; 55- Gumbo
vegetable; 56- Put on; 59- Go, team!;

W
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Rangnick set to take over
at Man Utd, says his lawyer

Southee five-for triggers
Kiwi fightback against India
Tom Latham, Will Young make India’s spinners toil after Shreyas Iyer’s 105

•

Tim Southee’s 5
for 69 keeps India
to 345 despite Iyer’s
debut century
German Ralf Rangnick attends a match (file photo)

AFP | Kanpur

AFP | London

I

R

alf Rangnick is poised to
take over as interim manager of Premier League giants
Manchester United, after his
lawyer said yesterday the contract is being finalised.
Rangnick’s legal representative confirmed to AFP subsidiary SID that the final points of
the deal are being ironed out.
The 63-year-old Rangnick is
currently head of sports and
development at Russian club
Lokomotiv Moscow.
The German is poised to
take over at Old Trafford until
the end of the season after the
sacking of Ole Gunnar Solskjaer following a dreadful start
to United’s Premier League
campaign.
According to German magazine Kicker, Rangnick is poised
to sign a deal until May 2022
and then work as a consultant
at Man Utd for two further
years.
United are planning to make
a permanent appointment at
the end of the campaign, with

United are planning to make a permanent appointment
at the end of the
campaign, with Paris
Saint-Germain boss
Mauricio Pochettino
strongly linked with
the job
Paris Saint- Germain boss
Mauricio Pochettino strongly
linked with the job.
Having helped oversee RB
Leipzig’s rise from the fifth
tier of German football to the
Bundesliga and Champions
League, Rangnick comes with
huge experience.
Michael Carrick took charge
of the United team for Tuesday’s Champions League win
at Villarreal, which secured
progress to the knockout stage.
If Rangnick takes the helm
of United, he will be the third
German manager currently in
England’s top flight alongside
Liverpool’s Jurgen Klopp and
Thomas Tuchel at Chelsea.

BETTER

KNOW

ndia finished the second day
of the first Test on the defensive with New Zealand’s
openers unbeaten on 129 after
Tim Southee’s five-for restricted the hosts to 345.
The Black Caps’ openers Tom
Latham on 50 and Will Young
on 75 survived 41 testing overs
of spin by Ravichandran Ashwin, Ravindra Jadeja and Axar
Patel.
Starting the second day on
258-4 in their first innings in
Kanpur, all the Indian batsmen
except debutant Shreyas Iyer
found Southee a handful.
The 32-year-old pacer finished with five for 69 in his 27.4over spell, four of the wickets
coming in yesterday’s morning
session, getting New Zealand
back into the game after Iyer’s
maiden Test century.
India’s stand-in skipper
Ajinkya Rahane introduced
Ashwin’s spin after seven uneventful overs by pacers Ishant
Sharma and Umesh Yadav on a
slow pitch.
Latham and Young looked in
control, rotating strike at will

India’s Shubman Gill jumps in air to avoid getting hit by New Zealand’s Tom
Latham’s shot
and hitting 16 fours between Indian team — went for 26 runs
them to keep the scoreboard off his 10 overs.
Sharma was taken out of the
moving.
Latham hit four fours in his attack by Rahane only after six
165-ball innings against Young’s overs and Umesh bowled his 10
for 26 runs.
12 fours off 174 balls.
Southee stopped the Indian
Latham, on 50, was given out
caught behind off Ashwin in the advance in the first session yespenultimate over of the day be- terday when he bowled Ravinfore bad light stopped play, but dra Jadeja in his 12th delivery of
the day for 50, the all-rounder
was reprieved on review.
The World Test Champion- having failed to add to his overship holders now trail India night score.
This broke Jadeja’s 121-run
by 216 runs in the first innings,
with the pitch expected to fur- partnership with Iyer and startther aid Indian spinners on Sat- ed the Indian collapse.
Iyer looked fluent and picked
urday.
Ashwin finished the day with up from his overnight score of
17 wicket-less overs for 38 runs. 75 to hit two fours in the first
Jadeja bowled his 14 economical over off Kyle Jamieson, the
overs for 28 runs and Patel — the Black Caps’ standout bowler
other left-arm spinner in the on Thursday.

Cummins named Australia Test captain as Paine takes break
AFP | Sydney

A

KNOW WHAT

The last fast bowler to
lead Australia at test
level was Ray Lindwall
for a single match in
1956, and only as a
stand-in. Cummins is
Australia’s 47th test
captain
Australia’s Pat Cummins, left, celebrates after taking a wicket (file photo)
nervous”, said that he will be
drawing heavily on the experience of controversial batter
32.
I am not perfect and Smith,
Smith will have “a bit more of
there will be things
an elevated vice-captain role”,
that pop up, but as
Cummins told reporters.
long as I can sleep
Smith acknowledged that
“there will be some negativity”
at night, I am really
comfortable with the surrounding his return to the
leadership fold, but added: “I
rest of that
am a more rounded individual
PAT CUMMINS
(than back in 2018) and in turn
that’s turned me into a better
Cummins is one of the world’s leader”.
premier bowlers. His 34 Tests
have yielded 164 wickets at Paine steps away
21.59, to go with 111 ODI scalps
Earlier yesterday, Cricket Tasand 42 in T20s.
mania said that the 36-year-old
But he has little experience as Paine would immediately leave
a leader, despite being elevated all forms of the game for the
to vice-captain in 2019.
“foreseeable future”.
Cummins, who described
The Tasmanian wicketkeeper
himself as “excited rather than quit as Test captain a week ago

over the public revelation of an
exchange of sexually graphic
text messages with a female colleague in 2017.
His decision yesterday to step
out of the limelight altogether
put an abrupt end to fierce debate in Australia over whether
he should take part in the Ashes.
“Following discussions over
the last 24 hours, Tim Paine
has advised Cricket Tasmania
that he will be taking a leave
of absence from all forms of
cricket for the foreseeable future,” Cricket Tasmania said in
a statement.
While stepping down as skipper, Paine said at the time he
wanted to remain a “committed
member” of the Australian Test
side and was looking forward to
facing England.
There had been a groundswell of support in the Australian changing room for Paine to
remain in the Ashes side.

White-ball specialist Iyer hit
13 fours and two sixes in his 171ball innings of 105 before he was
undone by Southee and caught
by Young at cover to reduce India to 305-7.
Southee also removed Saha
for one off 12 balls when he
edged a delivery to Tom Blundell behind the stumps.
Patel too fell to Southee after
edging a delivery to Blundell
after scoring three off nine balls.
The hosts went to lunch at
339-8 and lost the last two wickets immediately after the break,
both to Ajaz Patel.
Ravichandran Ashwin was
bowled by Patel for 38 off
56 balls and the spinner also
claimed Ishant Sharma for zero.

Haaland set to make suprise
return from injury for Dortmund
AFP | Berlin

ustralia named paceman
Pat Cummins as their Test
captain and Steve Smith as deputy yesterday after a sexting
scandal led Tim Paine to quit
the post last week, just ahead
of the Ashes.
On a dramatic day for Australian cricket, the Cummins
appointment came hours after
it was announced that former
captain Paine will take a break
from the sport, ruling him out
of the home Ashes series against
old rivals England.
Cummins becomes the 47th
captain of the Australian men’s
Test team while Smith returns
to a key leadership role, having
been forced to stand down as
skipper for his part in the 2018
“Sandpaper-gate” ball-tampering scandal.
Cummins, 28, is the first fast
bowler to lead Australia since
1956.
After Paine’s downfall for
sending lewd text messages,
Cummins knows that there
will be intense scrutiny of his
behaviour on and off the field,
especially with the Ashes starting on December 8 in Brisbane.
“When it comes to moral
character, I am my own harshest judge,” said Cummins, who
takes on one of the highest-profile roles in Australia.
“I am not perfect and there
will be things that pop up, but
as long as I can sleep at night, I
am really comfortable with the
rest of that.”

Southee stopped the
Indian advance in the
first session yesterday when he bowled
Ravindra Jadeja in
his 12th delivery of
the day for 50, the
all-rounder having
failed to add to his
overnight score

E

rling Haaland is set to
make a surprise return for
Borussia Dortmund this weekend after a five-week absence
with a leg injury, his coach
Marco Rose said yesterday.
The 21-year-old Norwegian,
who has scored 18 goals in 13
games this season for club and
country, missed crucial matches as Dortmund were knocked
out of the Champions League
and Norway failed to qualify
for the World Cup.
But he could be in line to return on Saturday at Wolfsburg,
albeit as a substitute.
“He’ll be on the bus. He feels

good, but it will be a short appearance at best,” said Rose.
Dortmund exited the Champions League on Wednesday
when a 3-1 loss at Sporting
Lisbon handed them a third
straight defeat in Europe.
Second-placed Dortmund
are eager to get Haaland fit
again before their showdown
against Bundesliga leaders
Bayern Munich a week on Saturday, with only a point currently separating the clubs in
the table.
“If he joins us in Wolfsburg
and things go well during the
week, then he is of course an
option (against Bayern),” Rose
added.
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Campbell, Marjan move
to top of leaderboard

Semifinals underway at BKS
badminton tournament

England’s Louis Campbell and Morocco’s Ahmed Marjan head into final round of
13th King Hamad Trophy golf championship in tied-first place
Yeung Nga Ting and Yeung Pui Lam in action
TDT | Manama

S

emifinals in all disciplines
were underway at Bahrain
International Challenge 2021
(BIC) which is being held at the
Bahrain Keraleeya Samajam.
The day started with Women’s Singles on court 1, in an
all-Indonesian match, Asty
Dwi Widyaningrum beat
Komang Ayu Cahya Dewi in a
superb three games encounter
which lasted for 66 minutes
(21-9,10-21,23-21).
In the other match on Court
2, Women’s doubles pair of
Yeung Nga Ting and Yeung
Pui Lam of Hong Kong China
beat Indonesian pair Puspa
Rosalia Damayanti and Jes-

Asty Dwi in action

Among the 20 semifinalists (4 in each
discipline) 10 were
from Indonesia, followed by Hongkong
China’s 5, India’s 3
and 1 each from USA
and Singapore
sica Maya Rismawardani in
straight games (21-12,21-14).
Remaining Semifinal matches were in progress at the time
of closing.
Top seed in women’s singles,
Aakarshi Kashyap of India and
top seed in men’s singles, Ikhsan Leonardo Imanuel Rumbay of Indonesia were featuring in their respective semifinal matches.

•

Campbell, Marjan
each score 70 in second
round to bring twoday totals to 138

•

Just one shot behind
joint-leaders are Sam
Hobday and Jesper Alm
with 18 holes to play
TDT | Manama

E

nglishman Louis Campbell and Moroccan
Ahmed Marjan rose to
tied-first place yesterday after
the second round of play in the
13th King Hamad Trophy golf
championship at The Royal Golf
Club (RGC).
Both players brought their
two-day totals to six-under-par
138 over 36 holes.
The pair each opened play
with a two-under-par 70 on
Thursday, but yesterday carded
a four-under 68 to go atop the
leaderboard.
Both golfers registered five
birdies and one bogey in round
two, with Campbell scoring the
better back nine.
They now head into today’s
final day of action just a single
shot ahead of Sam Hobday, also
from England, and Jesper Alm

Neuchrist/Pervolarakis pair in
ATP Challenger doubles final
TDT | Manama

A

ustria’s Maximilian Neuchrist and his partner
Michail Pervolarakis of Greece
extended their impressive run
in the men’s doubles event of
the ATP Tennis Challenger, being held at the Public Security’s
Officers Club courts in Gudaibiya.
In their neck-and-neck
semi-final tie against the
fourth-seed Indian tandem of
Arjun Kadhe and Ramkumar
Ramanathan last night, Neuchrist and Pervolarakis put
on a superb show to pick up
a well-deserved victory and a
place in the title match.
The winning tandem are now
set for their final, scheduled
for today, against the Portuguese pair of Nuno Borges and
Francisco Cabral who edged
third seed N. Sriram Balaji and
Divij Sharan 6-4, 6-4 in another
interesting tie late on. Borges and his compatriot Cabral
proved the stronger side of this
action-packed three-set match
to ensure themselves a place in
the competition’s finale.
In the singles event, the last
eight men battled it out for the
final four places as Yanki Erel of

Players in action during yesterday’s second round
from Sweden, who are tied third
on two-day totals of five-underpar 139. Hobday shot a 69 yesterday while Alm had a 71 score.
Day one leader Karim Elhali of Morocco dropped to fifth
after carding a two-over-par
74 yesterday. He is tied with
Englishman Zane Scotland on
141 totals.
Three others share seventh
position with 142 scores, including Rory Tinker of Scotland,
defending champion Luke Joy
from England, and Marc Boucher from Ireland, who remained
as the top-ranked amateur so far
in the competition.
Rocco Sanjust and Joshua
White were tied-10th overall
on 143 totals heading into the

Pochettino
‘never asked
to leave’ PSG,
says sporting
director
Leonardo

last round.
Amongst the other amateur
golfers behind Boucher were
Nizar Bourehim and Jake Wiltshire, who are tied-12th on 144
scores.
Khalifa Daij Alkaabi became
the best-position Bahraini player in tied-14th. He shot a 73 yesterday to bring his score to 146,
level with Jake Ayres, Erik Johansson, Jacob Davis and Chris
Croucher.
At the end of yesterday’s play,
the top 45 players and ties made
the cut for today’s final 18 holes.
The last players to secure
their spot included Peter Badawy, Jonathan Fransson, Philip
Kelly and Paul Stent.
A total of 90 golfers have tak-

en to the fairways along RGC’s
Montgomerie championship
course for the prestigious tournament.
Today’s final round will be
followed by the awarding ceremony.
The previous edition of
the King Hamad Trophy was
played in December of 2019.
Joy clinched the title then after
storming back from six shots behind countryman Sean Towndrow to force a dramatic play-off.
He then beat Towndrow by just
one stroke to clinch the coveted
title after re-playing the parfour 18th.
The tournament is organised
and run by the Bahrain Golf Association.

Bahrain lose to Iran in
World Cup qualifier

AFP | Paris

M

Turkey’s Yanki Erel reacts after his thrilling three-set victory over Briton Ryan
Paniston
opponent Ryan Peniston. Sets
scores were (2-6, 6-3, 7-5).
Today’s fixtures:
The 21-year-old wild-card
Singles (Semi-finals): 3pm Turkish will now face Evgeny
Yanki Erel (Turkey) vs Evgheny
Karlovskiy of Russia, who was
Karlovskiy (Rus); 4.30pm - Jay
in superb form as he picked up a
Clarke (GB) vs Ramkumar
7-6’5’, 6-3 win over Portuguese
Ramanathan (Ind).
Nuno Borges.
“It was really a tough match
Doubles (Final): 6pm - Michail
and I am so happy that I made
Pervolarakis (Gre)/Maximilian
it this far,” said Erel after the
Neuchrist (Aus) vs Nuno
victory. “This is my first chalBorges/Francisco Cabral (Por).
lenger main draw actually, I am
not playing a lot of challengers
Turkey put on a spirited perfor- tournament and I hope I can
mance to clinch a come-from- play more in these events in the
behind 2-1 win over his Briton future,” said the unseeded Erel.

auricio Pochettino
has “never asked to
leave” Paris Saint-Germain
despite speculation linking
the coach with Manchester
United, the French club’s
sporting director Leonardo
said yesterday.
The Brazilian also denied
reports that PSG had approached former Real Madrid boss Zinedine Zidane,
saying he has had “no contact” with the Frenchman.
British media reports
earlier this week suggested
that former Tottenham boss
Pochettino could be persuaded to leave Paris and join Man
United mid-season.
But it has since emerged
that German Ralf Rangnick is set to take over at
Old Trafford until the end
of the season, with his lawyer telling AFP subsidiary
SID yesterday that the final
points of a deal are being
ironed out.

Bahrain’s Mohammed Kowayed in action against Iran yesterday
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain bowed to Iran 66-82
yesterday in their opening
game of Asian qualification for
the FIBA Basketball World Cup
2023, played in Tehran.
The Bahrainis were within
striking distance at the half,
36-29. But in the third quarter the Iranians outscored the
nationals 28-14 and took full
control of the game. Bahrain
tried to fight back in the final
canto but their rivals were too
good on the night.
Ahmed Salman top scored
for Bahrain with 17 points in
the loss. Mohammed Kowayed
added 13 and Hesham Sarhan 11.
The nationals are now set to

play their return game against
Iran on Monday at the Khalifa
Sports City arena in Isa Town.
Bahrain’s next two fixtures
will be in the second window,
scheduled for February 24 next
year against Syria and then
against Kazakhstan on February 27. The final window in July
of 2022 will see their last two
games of this qualification first
round, against Syria on July 1
and Kazakhstan on July 4.
For this first round of qualifiers, 16 teams from Asia/
Oceania are divided into four
groups of four teams to play
in home-and-away games. The
three best-placed teams from
each group will advance to the
second round.
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